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DEPOT RENOVATION — Larry Suiter and Brett Harcourt, workers with Swift Roofing Co., are shown installing
fiberglass shingles on the roof of the old Louisville & Nashville Railroad depot at the Murray-Calloway County Park, In ad-
dition to the shingles, the renovation of the 200-foot Victorian-style structure by Swift and contractor Jackie Burkeen in-
cludes adding two expansion joints and replacing the decking material and facia. Utilities have been connected to the
building, and at the end of this month all exterior work except painting will be completed. Plans call for the depot to house
a parks office, headquarters for the Community Theatre, an indoor area for theatre:productions, and a large open area to
be utilized by both the theatre group and the public. Staff Photo 13) Debble N. Ler
Assembly To Consider Legislation
To Make Districts Accountable
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The 1980
General Assembly will consider
legislation aimed at making special
districts more accountable to the
public.
A bill pre-filed by the Interim Joint
Committee on Counties and Special
Districts would require special districts
to file the names and addresses of their
officials with the county court clerk and
prepare annual budgets, with an audit
required at least once every four years.
The proposal is not as far-reaching as
unsuccessful 1978 legislation that would
have set up uniform procedures for
creating and operating special
districts, but is aimed at answering
complaints about a general lack of
unaccountability on the part of special
districts.
Special districts, many of which have
the authority to levy taxes, are created
to provide specific services, such as
water and sewer service and fire
protection.
There are more than 25 type)) of
special districts with varying methods
of creation, operation and dissolution.
No one has a complete handle on the
number of special districts in the state,
although experts place the number at
more than 1,000.
Bills have been pre-filed by both the
Interim Counties and Special Districts
Committee and the Interim Cities
Committee relating to the operation of
local governments.
On the county level, measures have
been proposed to remove the authority
of a deputy county judge-executive to
act as a member or presiding officer of
fiscal court in the absence of the judge
and to allow a fiscal court to amend a
proiosed ordinance after its first
reading.
Another bill would abolish the county
budget commission and leave budget
preparation and approval in the hands
of the county judge-executive and fiscal
court.
The issue of home rule for cities will
again come up as the Cities Committee
approved a bill to give city govern-
ments the power to perform any func-
tion within their boundaries that are not
in conflict with the state constitution or
a state law.
The Cities Committee also has pre-
filed legislation to streamline he
procedure for foreclosing delincmint
property tax bills and to require al.
proposed bills concerning cities r
contain a fiscal impact statement.
Pensions for local government :-)rn A
ployees will also be an issue looked at
by the 1980 General Assembly at the
same time that Congress is considering
pension legislation.
A special Subcommittee on Pensions
approved a comprehensive reform of
state laws dealing with city pension
systems. The proposal is aimed at
eliminating inconsistencies among
various police and firefighter pension
laws for cities of the second, third and
fourth classes.
The bill would also seek to improve
disability and survivor benefits in third
and fourth class cities and would
establish standards for non-uniformed
employee pension systems to prevent
faulty design and provide more in-
formation to members.
State CHE Forms Committee
To Look At Future Of Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
committee is being formed by the state
Council on Higher Education to take a
look at the future of Kentucky.
Information derived from the study,
which will examine all facets of Ken-
tucky society, will be used to develop
broad-based proposals for higher
education in the next two decades.
"I don't think anyone can specifically
predict the future," said Historian
Robert Sexton who will coordinate the
project. "All you can do is think about
where we've been and what conditions
are now at work and analyze all the
information very broadly and deter-
mine that there are certain trends that
are likely."
Sexton, 37, will also be joining the
council's staff as deputy director for
planning and policy analysis.
Committee members will be named
during the next several weeks by Harry
Snyder, council executive director. The
Carter Tells Families Of
Hostages, 'We Will Prevail'
CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) —
President Carter, who has stayed close
to Washington for Christmas because of
the Iranian crisis, has sent a message
to the families of Americans being held
captive in Iran, saying we will
prevail."
"This is a difficult time for you —
perhaps the most difficult time that you
and your family have ever ex-
perienced," the president said in a
telegram.
But he told the families that their
steadfastness and support during ef-
forts to get the hostages freed have
been an inspiration to all of us who are
making every possible effort to achieve
the safe return of your loved ones."
The telegram was sent on Saturday
and made public Tuesday by White
House officials
Carter also told the families he is
convinced the rightness of our posi:lon
and the strength of our determination
assure that we will prevail."
Carter, who usually returns to his
hometown of Plains, Ga., for Christ-
mas, spent a quiet holiday with wife,
Rosalynn, and daughter, Amy, at the
Camp David presidential retreat in
Maryland's Catoctin Mountains.
An aide said Carter opened gifts and
called other family members on
Christmas morning.
The president's mother said in a
telephone interview from her home in
Plains that Carter called her three
times Christmas morning.
She added, however, that she felt
"pretty bad" at not having her son and
his family home this Christmas.
Asked whether she had considered
joining the president and his family at
Camp David, Mrs. Carter replied, "No.
There are too many children here. I'm
a homebody."
The president, who arrived at Camp
David last Friday, has also worked on
the federal budget and reviewed a
preliminary draft of the State of the
Union message he is to deliver to
Congress on Jan. 23.
General Assembly's interim Com-
mittee on Education has endorsed the
project.
Sexton said in a recent telephone
interview that the project will not try to
predict the future in detail.
No timetable has been set for com-
pletion of the project, but Sexton said he
believes it will take between 18 months
and two years. Final recommendations
will go to the higher-education council.
In general, the committee will be
looking at Kentucky's economic and
social needs for the next two decades
and then asking how the state's
universities can respond to those needs,
Sexton said.
Representatives of business,
government, social services and
education will be involved.
The committee will study population
shifts, the economy and its impact on
the state, manpower requirements,
adult education, the role of the liberal
arts, and campus work environments,
Sexton said.
"What we're attempting to do is to
look at the shape of society, at least In
Kentucky, for the next 20 yearts, to get
some kind of yardstick by which to
measure what can be expected of our
universities," Snyder said.
Sexton compared the study to the 1971
Newman Report, which outlined
recommendations and reforms for
higher education in the 1970s, and
Carnegie Commission reports during
the last 15 years on educational
changes.
Sexton, a former assistant professor
of history at Murray State University,
has been director of the University of
Kentucky's Office of Experirnential
Education since 1973.
From 1971 to 1973, he was director of




Turn Into Military War
By BRYAN BRUMLEY
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran ( AP ) — Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini said today the U.S.-
Iranian crisis "likely" could turn into
military war and that Iran should be
prepared for the possibility of an
economic blockade.
He called the conflict "a struggle
between Islam and blasphemy."
"Now we are at war, a political and
economic war," Khomeini told
members of an Islamic anti-drug ad-
diction society. "It is likely that the
military war will also come along."
Khomeini made the remarks in a
speech about Iranian problems
resulting from the country's
association with "foreigners" and
colonialism.
"Foreigners can easily make us
surrender by just closing their exports
to us if our economiy is a dependent
one," the ayatollah said.
"Now they have threatened us with
an economic boycott. Many govern-
ments have approved this. But the
peoples do not approve."
The United States is expected to go
before the United Nations Security
Council sometime in the next few days
to request it impose sanctions against
Iran.
While, in my view, these noises have
no reality, if we give a very weak
probability to this, we should be
equipped. You are in a war situation, an
ecorunic war which is in itself a
struggle between Islam and
blasphemy."
Earlier, three American clergymen
met for more than two hours with
Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
following the emotional Christmas
services they held for the U.S. Embassy
hostages that raised questions as to
whether 43 or 50 are being detained.
But the clergymen slipped out a back
door of the Foreign Ministry, eluding
reporters. Their spokesman, Warren
Day, said they had been told they would
meet with Iranian religious leaders this
afternoon but that details of that
session and the meeting with Ghotb-
zadeh were not immediately available.
Day also said the U.S. clergymen
were scheduled to give interviews
tonight with each of the three major
American networks. "They want to do
something with television. as a way of
communicating visually to the
(hostages') fates as soon as
possible," he said, *thout elaborating.
In addition the embassy hostages, the
clergymen met with three Americans
held separately at the Foreign Ministry
since the embassy was taken over 53
days ago — Charge d'Affaires L. Bruce
Laingen, Michael L. Howland and
Victor L. Tomseth — and reported they
found them in good health.









Deaths & Funerals 16-A
Dr. Lamb 6-B
Horoscope 6-B
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A, 4-A
Opinion Page 5-A
Sports   10-A. 11-A
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and a little
warmer this afternoon, with
highs in the mid and upper 40s.
Clear and cold tonight. Lows in
the low 30s. Thursday, partly
cloudy and slightly warmer.
Highs in the upper 40s to around
50. Winds will be west to nor-
thwesterly at less than 10 miles





Fire totally destroyed a house and its
contents near Coldwater early
Christmas morning, according to a
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
spokesman.
The spokesman said the house,
located on Snow Road off Highway 121
North, was owned by Robert Ingram.
According to reports, Mrs. Ingram
awoke around 2:30 a.m. and heard the
fire. The Ingrains and their three
children escaped without injury.
Thomas Gumbleton and William
Howard met for five hours Tuesday
with separate groups of hostages at the
embassy, praying, singing and talking
about football. "There were tears in
their eyes, there were tears in our
eyes," Coffin said.
Howard said he met with 21 captives,
Coffin with 16, and Gumbleton with six,
including two women hostages,
Elizabeth Ann Swift, 39, of Washington,
D.C., and Kathryn Koob, 41, of Jessup,
Iowa.
Gumbleton, who was joined in con-
ducting services by the French-born
Algerian archbishop, Cardinal Etienne
Duval, said the woman captives were in
"good spirits."
Coffin said the students who seized
the hostages Nov. 4 in a bid to get
President Carter to send the deposed
shah back to Iran told them the 43
captives they met with represented the
sum total.
He said under the ground rules of the
visit, which was filmed by the
militants, that they were not allowed to
ask the hostages or the captors about
the State Department's contention
there were 50 hostages.
Coffin, of New York's Riverside
Church, Gumbleton, auxiliary Roman
Catholic bishop of Detroit, and Howard,
a Baptist from Princeton, N.J., also
said they would compile a list of the
hostages they met with and that they
were assured they could return to pick
up messages from the hostages and
telephone them to the captives'
families.
But by late Tuesday night they had
not returned to the compound, and
there was no immediate explanation
why they hadn't. However, Tehran
Radio reported one of the hostages, who
was not identified, balked at shaking
hands with Ayatollah Mohammad
Montazeri of Tehran who went to the
embassy to convey Christmas
greetings to the captives.
The militants offered the film to ABC,
CBS and NBC, but the major American
TV networks turned them down
because the captors wanted more than
$21,000 from each and tried to dictate
how the film would be shown.
Coffin, of New York's Riverside
Church, Gumbleton, auxiliary Roman
Catholic bishop of Detroit, and Howard,
a Baptist from Princeton, N.J., later
visited the Americans at the Foreign
Ministry for three hours, then returned
to the embassy Tuesday night.
They said the student captors handed
them photocopies of handwritten
messages from 33 of the hostages to
their families, and the clergymen
telephoned them to unidentified
colleagues in New York who were to
contact the hostages' relatives. The
clergymen also got at least six verbal
messages from the hostages. Other
captives said they had just written to
their families.
Meanwhile, Tehran Radio reported
one of the hostages, who was not
identified, balked at shaking hands with
Ayatollah Hossein-Ali Montazeri of
Tehran who went to the embassy in the
evening to convey Christmas greetings
to the captives.
"I am asking to shake your hand
because we do not have any special
animosity towards you," the broadcast
quoted Montazeri as saying. "In Islam
all human beings are free and equal. I
hope Carter will exercise his mind in
such a way that you may be released
from here as soon as possible."
After his meeting with the hostages,
the state radio said Montazeri told
reporters: "It is not the hostages who
should be tried, but the American
government. If the hostages have not
committed an offense, they will merely
take part in the American trials as
witnesses."
The students holding the hostages
and Iran's revolutionary leader,
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, have
said that unless Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi is returned to Iran the captives
will be tried as spies.
The Carter administration, which
allowed the shah to undergo cancer
treatment in the United States before
the ousted monarch flew to Panama
Dec. 15, has refused to pressure the
shah to return to the country he fled in
January. It also has maintained that 50




For Trip To Iran
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — U.S.
congressman George Hansen, who last
month became the first American to
see some of the hostages at the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran, returned here
today but declined to comment on the
reason for his trip.
"I can't say anything right now," the
Idaho Republican told reporters.
"I've a number of things to get
straightened out before making any
statements."
Hansen was in Tehran for a week
until Nov. 28 on what he termed a
private "mercy mission." That visit
received lots of publicity but a chilly
response from the State Department,
which said it felt negotiations to free the
hostages held since Nov. 4 should be
handled by the U.S. government
Legislator Says Benefits
'Completely Out Of Hand'
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Benefits for job related injuries in
Kentucky, which have jumped 2,000
percent since 1973, have "gotten
completely out of hand," said Starling
Holloway, legislative committee
chairman for the Independent
Insurance Agents of Kentucky.
As a result, Holloway and the ap-
proximately 2,500 independent in-
surance agents have launced a selling
compaign to revise Kentucky's Work-
men's Compensation Act.
The agents, Holloway said, have
adopted a slogan, "Job Justice — Fair
Workers' Comp for Kentucky" because
"it is indeed a matter of job justice
since the disarray of our workers' comp
system affects every Kentuckian either
directly or indirectly."
Since 1973, the Madisonville in-
surance agent said that benefits in-
curred for job related injuries have
increased from about $4 million to
nearly $84 million in the most recent
fiscal year.
Holloway noted that while premiums
paid by employers for workers' comp
coverage vary, depending on how
hazardous an occupation is considered,
premiums as a whole are closely tied to
the amount of benefits paid.
He said the agents aren't attacking
the problem by advocating a sweeping
cut in benefits.
For example, he said, the agents
favor raising the amount paid to a
person totally disabled by a job-related
injury to up to as much as 100 percent of
the state's average weekly wage. The
top payment now for total disabWty is
two-thirds of the state's average weekly
wage.
But, Holloway said the agents seek a
time limit for payments to those with
permanent but partial disabilities. The
agents want such payments, which now
have no time limit, to continue for up to
four years.
"A person with a permanent partial
disability may be back on the job
earning as much or more as he or she
did before being injured. But the
payments can continue for the person's
entire life," Holloway said in a
statement and a telephone interview.
He said it's possible for a person with
a permanent partial disability to be
back on the job while still receiving as
much in benefits as the person who is
permanently and totally disabled.
Holloway said the agents also favor
formation of a board of 15 fug-time
judges to evaluate claims. These
judgments now are made by five part-
time workers who meet once a week.
He said that last year, the claims
board ruled on some 2,600 claims, 50 for
each meeting.
Holloway said his group also would
like to see changes requiring more
positive medical prroof as evidence of
black lung and revisions in ad-
ministrative procedure.
He said the fact folder, prepared with
the help of attorneys and workers'
comp experts, explains the law,,
suggests changes and gives the reasons
for the suggestions.
"It's being distributed to all in-
terested parties," Holloway said. "All
we ask is for Kentuckians to take a look
at the workers' comp law and make
their views know to their legislators."
The Independent Insurance Agents is
made up of about 2,500 owners, prin-
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Mr. and Mrs. frillard H. lIntkins
Mr. and Mrs. Willard H. Watkins of Hardin Route 1 will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception
given by their children and grandchildren at the Trevathan
Room, Bank of Marshall County, Benton, on Sunday, Dec. 30.
All relatives and friends are invited to call during the hours
of 2 to 4 p.m.
The couple was married Dec. 28, 1929, at the home of Bro.
J. S. White. Their attendants were Bently Johnston and
Thelma Harrison Grogan.
Mr. Watkins, a retired carpenter, is the son of the late Will
Watkins and Etta Filbeck Watkins. Mrs. Watkins is the
daughter of the late Johnny Harrison and Ida Weatherford
Harrison. They are members of the Olive United Methodist
Church.
They are the parents of three children—Wendel Gene,
Puryear. Tenn., Harrison Graves and Errol Wade, both
deceased; four grandchildren—Mrs. Jean Tushie, Minnesota,
Renee and Keith, Hardin, and Crystal Watkins. Puryear,





Need Line Director Speaks At Meet c-
Mrs. Joe Pat Ward,
executive director of the Need
Line, was guest speaker at the
Dec. 4th meeting of the•Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at the club
house.
The director discussed
social problems of the com-
munity and told of services of
the Need Line organization
whose purpose is to be a help
in referrals to persons in need
in the community.
Many of the persons are also
referred to.the Need Line by
other agencies. Mrs. Ward as
chairman of the local
Salvation Army Unit in
Murray has been given per-
mission to use funds con-
tributed to this unit to assist
persons in need of medicine,
housing, food, clothing, fuel
bills, rent, etc.
Mrs. Clinton Rowlett,




Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman,
presided.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
the hostesses who were Mrs.
Prentice Lassiter, Mrs. Ewen
Allbritten, Mrs. Graves
Hendon, and Mrs. R. H.
Thurman.
•
Beat The Snow & Ice
Fabric Sale
We're Not Waiting For
New Year's Day To Offer
The Best Fabric Bargains
of the year!




Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
Saturday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.




Biggest After-Christmas Sale Ever
Sale Starts Thursday Dec. 279 a.m.
11,144-1144011
Men's Dress Suits 
Men's Dress Shirts & Sport Shirts 
Men's Sport Coats 
Men's Sweaters 
Men's Ties 
All Men's Dress Pants 1/3 OFF
Men's Dress Nets & Sport Rats 1/2 PRICE
Men's Dress Coats & Suburban Coats













Men's Leather Jackets  3 OFF
Men's Corduroy Suits  — OFF
All Men's Knit Sports Shirts  1/ PRICEP%
 Allk 
LADIES' DEPT.
All Purses, Costume Jewelry & Scarves 1/2 PRICE
All Ladies Dresses, Misses, Jr & Half Sizes  1/3"1/2 OFF
All Ladies Slacks  1/2 PRICE
Ladies Blouses  1/2 PRICE
Ladies Robes  1/2 PRICE
One Group Lingerie  1/2 PRICE
/.
OFFLadies Pant Suits 
1
Ladies Brush Nylon Gowns & Pajamas  
" 
20% OFF
All Sweaters 1/2 PRICE
,






Girls Sportswear, slacks, tops, shirts de vests 
All Boys Winter Jackets Sizes 6 thru is 
All Boys Lightweight Jackets size 6 thru 18 
All Girls Coats Sizes 3 thru 14 
Girls Jeans saes thru 14 
Girls Dresses 
Girls & Boys Tops, Pants, Suits 9 mos. thru 24 mos 














Ladies & Children:, Dress & Casual Boots 
One Table Children's Shoes 
Table Ladles Oren& Casual Oboes 
One Table Ladies & Children's Dress & Casual Shoes 







I CNILDREN'S DEPT. 
























































































Downtown Court Square Settle-Workman We Appreciate Your Business









Faniily-planning clinics in the
state's 147 local health
departments are being asked
by the Department for Human
Resources to assess their need
for training and publicity on
fetal alcohol syndrome —
birth defects which occur
when an expectant mother
drinks alcohol.
Early response to a
questionnaire from the
department's Bureau for
Health Services suggests the
clinics are interested in
training sessions and
workshops on the issue. ac-
cording to Mike Townsend,
manager of the bureau's
alcohol and drug branch.
In cooperation. with the
. Kentucky Alcoholism Council,
the bureau also has sent
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Stafford Curd of Dexter has




Miss Brooke Barker of






was Starkie Colson of Alrno.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Teddy Crider of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
pamphlets and brochures
about the syndrome to the
•clinics.
Tdwnsend said fetal alcohol
syndrome is a relatively
recent medical discovery, and
the medical community
disagrees on how much
alcohol a pregnant mother
would have to drink to expose
the fetus to a significant
chance of harm. Medical
experts generally do agree, he
said, the less alcohol con-
sumed, the better.
-Fetal alcohol syndrome is
the third leading cause of birth
defects in the nation,"
Townsend said.
The bureau's maternal and
child health division will join
the branch in offering training






was Mrs. Isaac Dunn of
Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
James Rhoades of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
NASHVILLE PATIENT
George (Alt Hewett of
Dickson, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, is a patient at St.
Thomas Hospital, Room 396,






Melva O. Underhill and
Baby Girl, Bx. 142, Dexter,
Mrs. Tena M. Phillips and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Jean A. Lawson, Rt. 1 Bx.
34113, Mayfield, Mrs.
Madelene Tynes, Rt.!! Bs. 505,
Murray, Mrs. Sally J. Garrett,
1704 Main, Murray. Mrs.
Joyce M. Morrison, Rt. 6 Bx.
168, Murray, Ben K. Farris,
514 S. 8th, Murray, Mary Jane
Skinner. 120 Spruce, Murray,
Jane A. Shaffer, 507 Chestnut,
Murray, Dennis J. Vowell, Rt.
1, Murray, Mike D. Thomas,
Rt. 6 Bx. 101, Murray, Mrs. ,
Bessie M. Atkins, Rt. 1 Box.
289, Dover, Tenn., Patricia A.
Mitchuson, Rt. 4 Bx. 21,
Murray, Mrs. Hellon L.
Carlin, 1201 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Stark 0. Finney, Rt.
3, Benton, Toy W. Grooms, 102
N. 13th, Murray, Daniel M.
Dillon, 'P. 0. Bx. 33, Dexter,
Linzy B. Beane, Rt. 5 Bx. 2240,
Murray, Mrs. Eathel P.






adults will be held. Call 759-




and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall. An election of officers for
1980 will be held.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7 p.m. for the
purpose of electing officers for
1980.
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be held from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray





Miss Ann Herron was guest
speaker at the Dec. 13th
meeting of the Magazine Club
held at the home of Mrs. J. I.
•Hosick.
The speaker, retired from
the Murray State University
Library, gave a word portrait
of the actor Laurence Olivier,
a leading interpreter of
Shakespearean characters.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie gave
a beautiful tribute to Mrs. E.
A. Lundquist, a member who
died on Nov. 27.
New officers elected for the
coming year were Mrs. John
C. Winter, president; Mrs. A.
C. La Follette, vice president;
Mrs. William S. Major,
secretary; Mrs. lass Hopson,
treasurer.
Mrs. Hosick, assisted by
Mrs. Jack Kennedy and Mrs.
A. W. Russell, served coconut
cake and coffee. The Hosick
home was decorated in the
holiday motif.r-
The newspaper "morgue'
or library was originally a
file of materials for obituary
articles but was expanded
into a reference library.
Weather Factors Can Affect Your
Health And Emotional Well-Being
NEW YoRK, N.Y- It you
are a man of average build
between the ages of 30 and 39
and come from a middle
income family, the weather
report is likely to have little
effect on the, way you feel.
But most people are not as
weather resistant, says
writer Darien Dizon Today.
Scientists tell us weather can
affect everything from our
physical health to our
emotional well-being, and
Just by nature of your family
income, sex, age or
physique, some of us are
hiore weather sensitive than
*hers.
—If you are slender or
!Inky. you are more likely to
bpi influenced by changes in
weather than if you are
ajlerweight or of average
build.
'4—Members of a high or
law income family are more
Weather sensitive than
ppople from middle income
—Women are more finely
Vaned to changes in %feather
tben men, lu fact, climate
den even influence when a
vim an begins to men-
struate. Girls in temperate
regions of the world usually
begin their periods earlier
than girls in tropical or cold
climates. Why? Stephen
Rosen, author of the book.
"Weathering," theorizes
that tropical warmth and
polar cold apparently retard
sexual development.
—If you are over 50 or
under 20, chances are you
are more keenly aware of
changes in weather than
,oeople in their middle years.
—While it is not always
good to be moody or
irritable, people of that
temperament are generally
more indifferent to weather
changes On the other hand
if you are nervous, yotizank
high on the scale of weather
sensitivity
Whether you are weather
receptive or can troup
through snowstorms without
sagging, a fundamental
knowledge of the %%eather.




Given For Miss Suffill
Several prenuptial events
have been held in honor of
Miss Jane Suffill, Dec. 28th
bride-elect of Thomas Shupe.
A coffee was held on
Saturday, Dec. 1, at the




Urology, Adult and Pediatric
announce the
relocation of their Office
to t
220 Lone Oak, Road,
Paducah, Ky.
Effective January 2, 1980
James C. Seabury Jr., MD
William H. Brigance, MD
Ronald M. Kupper, MD
r
I
of Murray. Guests called
between the hours of 9:30 to 11
a.m.
The hostesses were Mrs.
Marvin Harris, Mrs. Tom
Hopkins, Mrs. Bill Adams,
Mrs. James Washer, Mrs.
Carolyn Connor, Mrs. Dean
Humphries, Mrs. Joe Nell
Rayburn, Miss Vanda Gibson,
Mrs. Mavis McCamish, Mrs.
Paul Lynn, Mrs. Jimmy Ford,
and Mrs. Golda Waters.
Miss JoAnn Williams, Miss
Pat Baggett, and Mrs. Lyn
Sanden were hostesses for a
linen shower held on Thur-
sday, Dec. 6, at 7 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Sylvia Atkins.
About 15 friends of the bride-
elect attended or sent gifts.
A luncheon was held
Saturday, Dec. 15, at the home
of Mrs. Clinton Rowlett.
Hostesses were Mrs. Rowlett,
Mrs. Alberta Korb, and Mrs.
Doris Nance.
Mrs. Wallace Baggett was
hostess for the bridesmaids'
luncheon held at her home on
Wednesday, Dec. 19.
The bride-elect chose this




Miss Jane Suffill, bride-
elect of Thomas Shupe has
completed plans for her
wedding. The Rev. Dr. Walter
E. Mischke, Jr. will perform
the ceremony at 7 p.m. on
Friday, Dec. 28, at the First
United Methodist Church.
Mrs. R.W. Farrell, organist.
and Mrs. Bobby Henry,
soloist, still present the nuptial
music. Miss Carolyn Shown
and Miss Ann Gregory will
keep the register.
Miss Suffill has chosen Miss
Patricia Haggett as her maid
of honor, Mrs. Carol Sanden as
her matron of honor, and Miss
JoAnn Williams as
bridesmaid.
Mr. Shupe has chosen his
brother, Todd Shupe, as his
best man, and his cousin,
David Gardner, and Ronnie
Hooks for groomsmen. Curtis
and Jason Gardner, cousins of
the groom-elect, will serve as
ushers.
A 'reception will be held in
the social hall immediately
following the ceremony.
Serving the guests will be
Mrs. David Gardner, cousin of
the groom-elect, Mrs. Eugene
Dunavant, cousin of the bride-
elect, Mrs. Jim Gibson, Miss
Helen Wilson, Miss Karen
Jones, and Miss Donna
Humphries. Misses Teresa
and Marla Ford vt•ill distribute
rice to the guests.
The wedding and receptior
will be directed by Mrs
Juanita Lynn.
All friends and relatives ot
the couple are invited to at-
tend the wedding and
reception.
Tasting Party Held
At Regular Meet ly
Sigma Department
The Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
held a tasting party at the club
house on Monday, Dec. 10, at
7:30 p.m.
Each member attending
brought a favorite "goodie"
dish and the recipe to Ix
sampled and shared. All of the
recipes were to be compile0
by Sina Richardson and copie:
sent to each member.
During the business sessioi
with Sue Spann, chairman.
presiding, the group voted ti
join with many others in the
country in showing then
concern and support of thi
hostages in Iran by displayine
their American flags until thi
hostages are released.
It was looped that others it .
the community would di,
likewise to help all be more
aware of our unity as
A ri terica ns, " Mrs. Spann said.
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
MUNN GRUM, Maseter lecka Mather. ord, Ihnerratiosist
Oirtskis Solos Coasatsats: Wilima S. Ma*, Matted' M. Mat
711 Main St., Murray 753-G060 (4646)- '
OPEN 9 AM TO S PM MON. THRU FRI.
We Write Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wait
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES?
We Honor The Some Credit Cards




Nutrition Program- for tta
Elderly will be at Dougla
Center with lunch served at
noon. Meals on Wheels roil.
also be sent out.
Friday, Dec. 28
Hazel Senior Citizens wil.
have activities from 10 a.m. t
2 p.m. at the Hazel Con,
niunity ('enter with lunch to is
served at 11:45 a.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizen
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Lunch for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly will
be served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center. Meals on
Wheels will also be sent out.
Saturday. Dec. 29
Al-A-Thon is scheduled 6,
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road
This is a support group for
familis and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Sunday, Dec. 30
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sledd of
Stella have invited friends and
relatives to call at their home
during the afternoon in
celebration of their 35th
wedding anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Watkins of Hardin Route 1 will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Trevathan
Room, Bank of Marshall




Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sledd
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sledd of Stella will be married 35 years on
Dec. 30. They were married on that date in 1944 at the home
of the Rev. hnd Mrs. Sephen Cobb, Mayfield.
Attendants for the couple were the bride's sister, Estelle
Adams, and Ray Broach. Mrs. Sledd is the former Larue Hall
of Stella.
They have five children who are Mrs. Ron (Sharon)
Hopkins, Richmond, Mrs. Larry (Joette) Black and Mrs.
Ronnie (Renee) Norwood, Stella, Dawn Sledd and Terry Joe
Sledd, at home. Three grandchildren are Stephen and
Charles Hopkins and Ruth Ann Black.
Mr. and Mrs. Sledd invite all friends and relatives to call at
their home during the afternoon of Sunday, Dec. 30, in
celebration of this special occasion.
Bright's Charge
The Sale you've been waiting for! Exciting
Winter fashions at bargain prices. Shop & Save!
Dressy
Sportswear
Regular 18 00 to Lit 00
NOW 1/3 OFF
Choose from Blouses, Skins Jril Pants in
luxurious Satins, Velveteens Polyester
Crystal Pleats These fosh,c,s offer the
richness and flare for spec Ai occasions




Regular 62 00 40 00













Regular 6 00 to 24.00











Save on our entire collection of beautiful Winter
coats. Choose from fantastic fabrics, fake furs,
genuine furs, suedes and leathers in JACKETS,
PANT COATS and DRESS LENGTHS. Some have
hoods arid several come with coordinated scarves
Hurry in and save on a.great new coat.
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SHOWN IN the MSU Piano Lab with students part
icipating in the recent Elementary
Piano Festival is Dr. Judy th Lippman who c
onducted the Keyboard Skills portion of the
event.
ELEMENTARY STUDENTS are shown taking part w Group 
Musical Acti ales at the re-
cent Elementary Piano Festival. These activities were co
nducted by MSU Music Education
Majors, who are also tembers of the MSU student chap
ter of Kentucky Music Teachers
Association.
Elementary Piano Festival Sponsored By Local Group
The Murray Music Teachers
Association held the first
Elementary Piano Festival on
Saturday, Dec. 1, in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building on
the MSU campus.
Forty-two students of local
teachers each performed two
pieces for adjudicator Dr.
James McKeever of the MSU
Music faculty. Each student
received a comment sheet and
a certificate of participation.
Students also took part in a
Keyboard Skills Workshop
held in the MSU Piano Lab,
and conducted by MSU faculty
member Dr. Judyth Lipp-
mann.
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the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association, with which the
local group is affiliated, and
was coordinated by Susan
McKeever.
The MSU student chapter of
KMTA, whose faculty advisor
is Marie Taylor, also pdr-
ticipated by conducting
Musical Activities for the
students, and by assisting with
registration and hospitality.
The Festival will be an
annual event, and it is hoped
that it will provide incentive
and performance experience
for those students of piano in
the elementary grades.
Students participating this
year were: Andrea Galloway,
Kristin Hohman, Sherry
Meadows, Connie Manning,
Eric Easley, Jon Mark Hall,
Bethany Hall, Phillip
Billington, Stephanie Treas,
Tisha Morris, Angela Logue,
Jennifer Bates. Matthew
Cohen, Lee Ann Rayburn,
Scott Nix, Becky Jones, Amy
Pyle. Cissy Howe. Greg Howe,
DR. JAMES McKEEVER. adjudicator, is shown b%
ith
Susan Jones at the recent Elementary Piano Festival.
The Sale That You





















all in Phase 1, which included
those students with one and
two years of piano study.
Registered for Phase Two
students with three and four
years of study) were Sherida
Outland. Mark West, Heidi
Barrett, Robert Perrin, Leila





Teresa Storey and Julie
Bazzell. Phase 3 students five
and six years of study) were
Michael Wilkins, Karen
Dowdy, Amy Ross, Leslie
Adams, Laura Cella, Wendy
Parker, Suzanne Meeks,
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OvershOes Boys 8 Men's
4 Buckle 5 Buckle8 Levi, 
Wrangler 1
Insulated 8 Non Insulated 8 Lee











*Ladies 8 Men's Hiking Shoes 1/
1/3 OFF 2 PRICE.


















All I Entire Wall
• Men's, Women's 8 Children's
Moccosins Clothes








"We Dress People and Horses" -
Shoe and Saddle Repairs, Orthopedic Services
"Boots and Shoes For Every Activity Under The Sun" •
•
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The Story Of _256
Calloway County
1822-1976 Ily Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Coarsest, 1511
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Through a subsidy of the federal government, 543 tons of
phosphate were distributed to 1,038 county farmers in 1940, thus
introducing a vital nutrient in greater amount than ever previously
applied. In addition, the widespread use of lime had been accel-
erated since being first brought to the county by L. Y. Woodruff
in the early teens.
Elmus Beale, the magnificent glad-bander and jolly good fellow.
was named secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce, a
position he was distinctly suited to perform. Elmus brought the
automobile to Murray along with the first garage earlier in the cen-
tury. After a less than moderate business, he became more politically
and financially influential as a member of the Kentucky Board of
Charities after his appointment was skillfully negotiated by Sen.
T. 0. Turner of Murray. The arrangement was abounding with
potential success through a clever arrangement of establishing the
West Kentucky Corporation composed of stockholders T. 0. Turner.
Tremon Baucum and Elmus J. Beale. The state Board of Charities
purchased merchandise needed by state institutions, including mental
asylums, men and women's prisons, the blind, hard of hearing, and
orphan homes. Surpluses at the end of each year would be "auc-
tioned" to the West Kentucky Corporation, a post office box organi-
zation, which in turn would be retailed to the public through the
T. 0. Turner store in Murray. Quite naturally, over-buying during
the year by the board would result in considerable surpluses at
the end of the year. The transactions were perfectly legal, accord-
ing to law existing at the time, however was condemned by this
writer in the press as amoral. The .convenient arrangement was
brought to a halt following the publicity and public statements
made by Vernon (Bill) Phillips, formerly of Almo, who defeated
Senator Turner for the state senate.
Speaking of phenominal businesses, another astounding accom-
plishment was that of J. N. (Buddy) Ryan, who staged the fantastic
Dixie Coon Field Trials each springtime. Buddy, a tireless fancier
of the lop-eared hunting breed, had attained national renown as
a hunter with as high as 23 raccoons and a bobcat caught in a
single outing. With a sparse bankroll, Buddy travelled over the
southland in a dilapidated truck, buying potlicker hounds and re-
selling them through rural farm newspapers. The business jumped
by leaps and bounds in hounds, shipping as high as 200 dogs by
express in a single afternoon at the Murray depot during the peak
of the season. In the early evenings, Buddy trained his canines
from his nearby town farms with packs ranging near the city limits
with the call of the wild echoing over the whole burg throughout
the night. It was a moonlight dog school that graduated potlickers
into Ph.D.D. (doctor of dog philosophy). He bought them cheap,
sold them cheap, with an iron-clad guarantee-if not satisfied with
the dog send it back and your money would be refunded, but the
potentiarbuver must bear the evres: clurge. Bud& was a superb
huntsman and superburg busineis man.
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Despite the gathering war clouds, the "Greatest Calloway'
County Fair" held a three day meeting Sept. 26, 27, 28, 1940, an
event dominated by the purebred jersey cattle industry. In addi-
tion, the college boasted a record enrollment of 1,445 students, but
the bright prospect of overcoming the Great Depression was now
overshadowed by registering 1,993 Calloway youths for potential
war service. In a belated recognition of working people, the City
of Murray officially observed Labor Day in 1940, the first instance
in its history, for working folks had scarcely been classed "best
people" even in Calloway County. W. H. Brooks of the Training
School was energetically organizing a green tomato co-operatives
which gave every, promise of a rosier future for farmers, but the
war clouds grew redder by the day.
1941
Following an .unsuccessful campaign for the U. S. Congress,
the writers were faced with the most trying moments in their lives.
Jobless, without funds, and discouraged. For two years, the effort
to win over the establishment, expose fraud, defend the oppressed
and the poor, break the political monopoly of the city and county,
foster the growth of trade unionism, exposing organized crime-fell
on deaf, conservative, unconscious ears. It was a moment of despair,
a despair aggravated by the need of providing for a family with two
young children. It was a bed of thorns of our own making when
the slightest thought of organizing a little weekly newspaper ap-
peared as impossible as swimming Tennessee River without water
wings. There was no place for muckraking in Murray for a crusader.
Already we had been permanently branded as the town radical.
Instead of throwing in the sponge of despair, it was a critical
decision to give a final try to organize the Murray Democrat-
with a hope, a prayer and a shirttail of type in a windowless and
doorless livery stable. It became a 16 hour day seven days a week
undertaking, pleading for a little credit and a mere handful of
believing stockholders before the first little newspaper rolled off
the press.
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IIIEARTLIN
 Prevention Guide," which is made
available by the National Association of
Older Americans. This particular
publication points up the areas in which
you are vulnerable and tells how to
avoid being the victim of fraud, rob-
bery, larceny, burglary and many other
crimes. This publication also gives a
long list of other good books on the
subject of crime prevention. To order
your copy, send $3.95 to The Older
Americans' Crime Prevention Guide,
in E. Somers St., Eaton, Ohio 45320.
The tips listed here are taken from this
publication.
1. Go shopping accompanied by
another person, if possible.
2. Carry as little money as possible
when you are out. If you can, keep the
money in an inside pocket, instead of in
your purse or wallet. If you do not have
an inside pocket, at least separate your
money, carrying some in your purse or
wallet and some in a coat, dress or
pants pocket.
3. Be on the lookout for suspicious
persons and the actions of others
around you.
4. Do not allow yourself to daydream
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I live in what is
considered to be a nice neighborhood.
Within the last 30 days, there have been
three burglaries, two muggings, a
purse snatching and a car stolen. I
repeat - ours is considered a nice
neighborhood. I won't begin to tell you
what goes on across town where my
sister lives. She lives in a bad neigh-
borhood. The point is. I am scared.
Most of these crimes seem to happen to
us older folks. Can you give us some
pointers on how to protect ourselves
when we go out? --
For tips on protection, Heartline
highly recommends a publication titled
"The Older AmerIcans' Crime
Washington Today
WASHINGTON (AP) - Surveying
the year's work, the leaders of a
Democratic Congress have pronounced
themselves skinflints, proud of it, and
ready to offer more of the same during
the election-year session that begins
Jan. 72.
The 96th Congress passed little
significant legislation during its first
session, which the Democrats said was
all according to plan.
"It was designed to be a cautious
Congress, not one of formulating new
programs," said Senate Democratic
Leader Robert C. Byrd.
That sounds more like Republican
than Democratic doctrine, but this was
a Congress that began amid the tax
rebellion, and still is responding to what
seems a go-slow mood among the
voters. It is not likely to change course
much in 1980.
"Restraint, restructuring and
responsiveness will continue to mark
the approach of this Congress toward
the legislative work of the second
session," said Rep. John Brademas, D-
Ind., the House Democratic whip.
Brademas said Congress has acted
consistently to restrain federal spen-
ding. Its projected budget deficit of
$29.8 billion would be the lowest in six
years. That's not the balanced budget
President Carter once promised by the
end of his first term, but it does reflect a
slowing in the growth of federal
spending.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.
said Congress didn't want any major
new programs but, rather, is taking a
close look at the cost and effectiveness
of old ones.
"Such fine tuning of the machinery of
government is not often glamorous
work," Brademas said, "but it is the
only way to insure that government
remains rational and accessible to the
citizens in whose name it operates."
There is an ample supply of leftover
legislation to occupy the election-year
congressional session. At the top of the
list are Carter's three major energy
proposals, all passed by both the House
and Senate, but left for final votes in
1983.
Those are the $227 billion tax on oil
company revenues produced by
rescinding domestic price controls; a
bill that would have the government
subsidize synthetic fuel production;
and a measure creating an Energy
Mobilization Board that is supposed to
Bible Thought
Ye stiffnecked and uncircumcised in
heart and ears, ye do always resist the
Holy Ghost: as your fathers did. so do
ye. - Acts 7:51
It is easy to apply scriptural scolding
to strangers or to others in our family.
The Holy Spirit would have US listen.
Try to be better than your father.
cut through red tape and get action on
energy plans.
The Senate has yet to begin debate on
the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty
with the Soviet Union, a disputed and
divisive issue that will become more so
as the presidential campaign in-
tensifies.
The House has voted to overhaul the
nation's welfare system, but the Senate
has not. That bill would cost money,
and its fate in an election year is
certain.
That same uncertainty applies to
taxes. Election year usually seems a
fine time to cut them, but President
Carter is said to have decided against
proposing a reduction in 1980, lest in-
flation worsen.
Still, House Republican Leader John
Rhodes of Arizona expects to see an
election-year tax cut, and guesses it
will be at least $20 billion. Rhodes said
Political concerns are likely to override
economic policy. He said there is likely
to be an "absolutely irresistible temp-
tation" to approve something for the
voters.
Capitol Ideas
or to be absent-minded when out
walking or shopping.
5. Keep a record at home of all the
charge cards and credit cards that you
carry in your purse and know where to
call or write if they are stolen.
6. If you are out in your car, keep your
doors locked at all times, even if you
intend to drive only a short distance.
7. If your car should break down, pull
to the side of the road and raise your
car hood. If someone should stop to
help, send them for help. Do not leave
your car, and keep the doors locked. If
someone tries to enter your car, honk
the horn.
8. Before you leave your car in your
driveway or garage, have the key to the
door of your home in your hand so that
you may enter as quickly as possible.
9. If you must wait for a bus or cab,
stay on or near a well-lit, busy street.
10. After parking your car, always
take a few moments to look all around.
If you see anything suspicious-looking,
move, to a different parking space.
When you return to the car, be on the
lookout for persons loitering near it.
Check the front and rear seats before
entering the car, and lock the doors
after entering.
11. If you are standing or walking on a
street and are threatened by an ap-
proaching car, scream and run in the
direction opposite to that of the car.
12. While out walking, if you see
anyone who looks suspicious ap-
proaching you from either the front or
rear, cross the street or go into a store
or office until the person is out of sight.
13. You should never resist a robbery
to protect your money or belongings;
resist only to protect your person. If
someone does approach you and
demands your money, give it to him.
14. If you carry a purse, clasp it
firmly in front of and close to your
body. Do not wrap the strap around
your wrist. Either keep your hand over
the purse opening or keep the side of the
purse which has the opening pressed
against your body.
15. If you arrive home after dark,
keep your headlights on until you have
the car in the garage. If you can enter
your home from the garage, keep your
lights on until you have the door to your
home unlocked.
16. When you are walking, always




WASHH•IGTON (AP) - There must
be a grinch prowling the halls of
Congress, stealing Christmas calen-
dars.
There hasn't been so Much ex-
citement on Capitol Hill at yuletide
since Rep. Harley 0. Staggers, D-
W.Va., booted a visitor dressed as
Santa Claus out of a closed-door energy
conference two Decembers ago.
Rep. Beryl Anthony Jr., D-Ark., took
to the floor of the House to reveal the
dastardly calendar-theft to his
colleagues.
"Mr. Speaker," he declared, "during
the time of Christmas, when everyone
Is supposed to have the spirit, I would
just like to announce that someone
found this spirit, found my storage bin
across from 506 Cannon Office
Building, and ... they ripped me off of
700 historical calendars."
Several members seemed to gasp.
"I find it highly irritating that in the
nation's capital we would have
someone who would go around the halls
.ripping people off," said the
congressman.
"I would challenge every member to
inquire of his or her staff, if they have
acquired additional calendars, wherein
they received them," he roared.
Rep. Frank Thompson, D-N.J.,
chairman of the House Administration
Committee, offered another possibility.
The House voted in 1978 to halt the
practice under which each of the 435
House member gets 1,500 free calen-
dars each Christmas to give to con-
stituents - a tradition that costs tax-
payers an estimated $1 million a year.
Despite that vote, the calendars were
issued again this year under a
technicality that prevented the ban
from taking effect.
So Thompson told Anthony:
"I might suggest that the gentleman
look at the list of those who voted'
against getting the calendars with the
thought that perhaps some of them may
have changed their minds and have
gotten them surreptitiously. ..."
' Anthony said he had notified Capitol
Police of the larceny and officers were
searching for The culprits.
The calendar grinch wasn't the only
creature stirring in the Capitol.
-Democratic Whip John Brademas, D-
Ind., was holding an end-of-session
news briefing in his Capitol office when
first one, then a second mouse scurried
across his carpet.
Or Was it the same mouse just darting
In and out?
Meanwhile, down the hall, in front of
House Majority Leader Jim Wright's
office, two pigs were obiking. Their
squeals were carrying up and down the
marble-walled first-floor main
corridor.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.
ambled out to find out what the racket
was. Wright said his longtime aide,
Craig Raupe, was retiring to a farm in
Texas and that the two pigs - in
wooden crates - were gifts, one from




Search crews were hoping for a break
in the weather today-So permit them to
launch a full scale hunt for Toy Len-
ning, Murray Flying Service owner,
who has been missing since Dec. 23. His
airplane apparently crashed about 15
miles from Crossville, Tenn., on Dec.
23.
The dark fired tobacco market will
open in Murray and Mayfield on Jan
19, according to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Asspciation.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson said this
morning that all firemen reported to
their shift duty on the afternoon of Dec.
24 after Mayor Holmes Ellis speed to
meet with the firemen and an in-
ternational representatiee of their
union.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cassity, Sr.,
Murray Route 1 will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Jan. 1.
Navy Seaman Apprentice Donal R.
Rowlett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Buford 0.
Rowlett of Pine Bluff Shores, is serving
aboard the Destroyer USS Sampson in
the Mediterranean Sea.
20 Years Ago
SA Neale Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cleo Sykes, is taking his basic training
at the Great Lakes, Ill., Naval Base.
Special Christmas Eve services were
held at St. John's Episcopal Church
with the Rev. William G. Spearman,
pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church, as speaker. The Rev. William
T. Thomas is minister at St. John's.
Mildred Hodge, Judy Parker,
idurrelle Walker, and Billie Wilson had
top individual averages in bowling in
the Magic Tri League this week.
In high school basketball games
Almo beat Farmington. Thomas Lamb
got 19 for Almo and McClain got 14 for
Farmington.
Boiled custard or egg nog is listed as
selling for 49 cents per quart in the ad
for Johnson's Grocery.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre are "Return of the Fly" and
"The Alligator People."
30 Years Ago
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Cherry won the
grand prize in the "House As A Whole"
division of the Home Decorating
Contest sponsored by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
-Club. Other winners in this division
were Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Wrather, Mr.
and Mrs. Hall McCuiston, Dr. and Mrs.
Rob Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Lawrence, Mrs. Louise Jellison, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Sharbrough, and Mr.
and Mrs. Max Churchill.
"Talking to Burnett Warterfield
yesterday and he said Roy Foster has
been driving a taxi for 36 years. We
would like to know just how many miles
that represents," from the column,
"Seen di Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
The Utopia Club of Calloway County
held its annual Christmas party on Dec.
20 at the -home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Laster.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Banks of Atlanta,
Ga., were the holiday guests of his
brother, Robert Banks, and his aunt,
Miss Kathleen Patterson.
Miss Virginia Crawford of Cincinnati,
Ohio, is the guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Crawford.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre it
"Sons of New Mexico" starring Gene
Autry and his horse, Champion.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 26, the
360th day of 1979. There are five days
left in the year.
Today's highlights in history:
On Dec. 26, 1776, George
Washington's troops captured 1,000
Hessians in a battle in Trenton, N.J.
On this date:
In 1917, during World, War I, the
federal government took over the
nation's railroads.
In 1922, the World War I Reparations
Commission said Germany had
defaulted in payments.
In 1962, eight refugees from deep
inside East Germany made a dramatic
escape to West Berlin by crashing a bus
throggh the barriers at a border check-
point.
In 1972, former President Harry
Truman died at the age of 88.
In 1977, Israel's Prime Minister
Begin and Egypt's President Sadat
concluded their meetings in Ismailia,
Egypt - without agreeing on Mideast
issues.
Ten years ago: A United Airlines jet
carrying 29 people was hijacked en"
route to Chicago. The New York flight
was taken to Cuba.
Five years ago: The Soviet Union
sent an unmanned scientific station into
earth orbit.
One year ago, Iranian sources said
the embattled nation wouldn't export
any more oil since all of its oil output
was needed for domestic use.
Today's Birthdays: Writer Henry
Miller is 88. Comedian Steve Allen is 58.
Thought For Today: That man is
richest whose pleasures are the
cheapest' - Henry David Thoreau
(1817-1862)






A wooden door that binds
along its vertical edge or at the
top or bottom will often send a
home owner scurrying for a
plane or scraper or saw.
If most cases, this hasty ac-
tion is a mistake that is almost
impossible to correct. Once
some wood has been planed,
scraped or sawed off, the door
may work properly - until a
change in the weather dries out
the wood and leaves a decided
gap. Therefore, the removal of
wood in the area where the
- sticking occurs should be a. last
resort.
When a doorgets balky, the
most likely cause is one or
more of the hinges. Check ev-
er) screw on each hinge. If any
is even the slightest bit loose,
tighten it. Move the door back
and forth a few times. If the
screw loosens again, take it out
and fill the hole with woody
putty, plastic wool, steel wool
or broken pieces of toothpicks.
Reset the screw at once if you
use steel wool or toothpicks. If
you use a filler. wait until it
hardens.
If this doesn't work, you'll
have to experiment with the
hinges themselves. One that is
set too deeply into the recess or
mortise in the wood must be
shimmed. This involves the in-
cullation of a piece of card-
Here's the Answer ffg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - Our house has a base-
ment. The walls are of poured
concrete. Until recently, we
never had any trouble with wa-
ter. Now the walls seem to get
wet either during or after a
heavy rain, although a neighbor
of mine says this is not seepage
but condensation. About a year
ago, you told of a method of
determining whether the water
on the walls is caused by seep-
age or condensation. I'd appre-
ciate it if you could repeat the
was to make this determina-
tion. Thanks in advance.
A. - Get a small .mirror,
then find a place where the wa-
ter makes its appearance under
certain conditions. Tape the
mirror to the wall at that spot.
Wait about 24 hours and see
whether the mirror gets wet at
the same time as the wall gets
wet. In some cases, you may
have to wait longer. If the mir-
ror and the wall show water at
the same time., the problem is
condensation: 1f the mirror is
dry, take it down. If moisture
then shows at the place. where
the mirror was, then the damp-
ness is coming from the outside
and moving through the wall.
Q. - We have a garage with
a flat roof. The garage is at-
tached to the house and there is
an entrance to the roof from
one of the rooms upstairs. We
believe that the family that
owned the house previously
used the garage roof as a kind
of sun porch. It is obvious,
though, that if we walked on
the roof we would damage the
surface, which seems to have
some kind of tarred roofing pa-
per on it. Could this surface be
made into a place for relaxing?
We probably would have it
done by a professional.
A. - The chances are that it
will be possible to turn the roof
into a sun porch, but it will
have to be inspected by a pro-
fessional to determine whether
it is strong enough to support a
lot of extra weight. You are
correct in saying that you
should not walk on it the way it
is now. The usual procedure, if
the supports are sufficient, is to
build a wooden deck that will
not interfere with drainage.
Q. - I read in one of your
booklets on plumbing about
how to change a faucet washer.
I did everything all right and
was able to get the faucet
stem out of the fixture, but no
matter how hard I try, I cannot
remove the screw that holds
the washer in place. Fortunate-
ly, this particular faucet is one
that we do not use too often, so
I have not turned on the water
again to that faucet. Can you
tell me what I should do?
A. - One solution is to take
the faucet stem to a plumbing
supply dealer or some other es-
tablishment that sells plumbing
equipment and get a new stem.
Or you can ask the dealer, if he
has the time and the inclination
to remove the washer ,for you. .
If you want to try yourself,
place the stem in a vise, cov-
ering it with tape at the grip-
ping points to prevent damage,




basketball team will be in
Akron, Ohio for an OVC game
with the University of Akron
on Jan. 5. Tipoff time for the
game will be 7:30 p.m.
awl or other sharp-pointed tool.
Don't try it with the stem in
your hand. Once the washer
has been picked apart, take out
the screw with a pliers.
Leaky faucets, balky toilet
tanks, noisy pipes and con-
densation are among the sub-
jects covered in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Simple Plumbing Re-
pairs,- which can be obtained
by sending 35 cents plus a long,
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undeitaken.)
board behind the hinge leaf
that is too deep. It's usually a
top hinge if the door sticks at
the bottom.
However, before you fool
around with the screws or hing-
es, be sure the door isn't bind-
ing at the bottom simply be.
cause the threshold is loose or
warped. If it is loose, take out
any nails that move when you
stand on the threshold. Put in
some new nails, preferably
those with threads or some oth-
er gripping surface. If the thre-
shold is warped, you'll have to
remove it. Take it out, even if
you have to cut it into two or
more pieces. You'll have to use
it as a guide, whether you buy
a standard one or cut it to size.
When the problem is a hinge
leaf not set deeply enough, you
can determine this by a close
examination. If the metal is
higher than the surrounding
wood surface, then it isn't deep
enough, In that case, you'll
have to chisel the recess slowly
and carefully unI4 the hinge
leaf sets level with the wood
surface.
If you have, to use the last
resort - that is, removing any
wood from the door - be cer-
tain to paint or otherwise finish
the area that has been planed,
scraped or sawed. This is nec-
essary to prevent the entrance
of moisture, the principal cause
of warping.
iDo-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook. "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending 81.50 to this news-







































THIS MODEST-SIZED, TRADITIONAL, I.-shaped ranch
home is designed for maximum flexibility to allow the
owners to customize it to suit their needs It provides a
fourth bedroom or the room may be used as a library or den.
The home can be built with a basement and with a one or a
two-car. garage. Nan hAt 1'29A has 1.466-square-feet. Por
more information write-enclosing a stamped. self-addressed
envelope-to architect Jerold I. Axelrod. 27.') Broadhollow
Road. Melville, N Y I 1746
Wood-Burning Stoves Hot item
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer
Wood-burning stoves are a
red-hot item this winter for
consumers who &re trying to
beat the high costs of more
traditional heat sources.
There are dozens of new
stove designs on the market,
including several versions of
the old-fashion type that
generate heat when wood is
burned inside cast iron.
But there are other types,
including one that is sold in kit
form so you can convert your
own 55-gallon drum into a
wood-burning stove.
The best-selling wood
stoves, according to several




Illinois branch of Smoky
Mountain Enterprises, said
the slow-burners with blowers
to circulate the warm air like
his firm's Buck Stove are fast
sellers.
"Basically, the Buck Stove
is a triplewalled stove that
uses a forced-air system and
has a blower on it. There are
four outlets where air is forced
out the front," he said.
There are also many other
kinds of wood burners on the
market, including fireplace
inserts, wood heaters, wood-
burning furnaces and stoves
with optional water pipes that
allow you to heat your water
with wood as you heat your
home.
Fredericks believes people
are buying wood stoves for
three basic reasons.
"They fear losing their heat
source, that they won't be able
to get fuel or that prices for
fuel will make it prohibitive,"
Fredericks said. -People are
cold and cannot find efficient
heat that they can afford. And
consumers are mad. They're
upset over the price of oil and
teel the oil companies are
responsible."
Buying a wood stove may or
may not save you money on
fuel costs. It depends on your
total annual investment in






*ALL TYPES OF WOODWORKING
•NEW KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
•CABINET HARDWARE
Also
'CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR, GIVE YOUR OLD
CABINETS A NEW FACE LIFT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT.




Rely On Exlierts. Us!
Murray Remodeling
753-5167
A good wood-burning stove,
one that is efficient and does
not present an obvious fire
hazard, will cost several
hundred dollars. If you live in
the city, or cannot otherwise
cut your own firewood, you
will find wood is not cheap.
If you do plan to cut some or
all of your firewood, you will
have to invest in a chain saw.
And a chimney sweep will
have to be employed unless
you clean your chimney
yourself.
Firewood is selling for
various prices across the
nation, but is higher in the
northeast.
In New York, a rick of wood
is selling for $60 to $80 ia rick
is generally measured as a
stack of wood eight feet long
and four feet high).
In Louisville, Lyndon Coal
Co. sells wood for $28 a rick if
you haul it away and $38 a rick
delivered within an eight-mile
radius.
In rural areas, wood is
cheaper, and you can buy pine
in Nelson County for as little
as $13 a rick. However, pine
ranks near the bottom of the
list for length of burn and heat
value.
White oak and hickory are
among the best woods for fuel,
according to professional
woodcutters.
In some areas, permits are
granted, enabling the holder
to cut downed trees in public
forests.
Wood smoke leaves a
coating of creosote on the
inside of _stove pipes and
chimneys. And if a flue isn't
cleaned regularly, the user of
wood for fuel stands a good
chance of burning his or her
house down.
"We've done a lot more
flues for wood stoves and
opened a lot of chimneys that
haven't been used for years,"
chimney sweep Paul Monin,
29, of Bardstown, said
recently.
"We clean out dead birds,
leaves, pieces of brick and
wood and at one home
recently, we dug out
newspapers dating back 35
years that were stuffed in the
flue.
"The air-tight stoves cause
a quick build-up of residue,"
Monin said. "Two of the flues
we cleaned had experienced
fires in them due to a two or
threeinch crust buildup.
Creosote is an oily, shiny
residue that forms mostly as
the result of burning wood that
is too soft or green."
Monin said products on the
market that are designed to
help keep down creosote
buildup, "would probably
help," although he couldn't
endorse any of them for lack
of first-hand knowledge.
Chain saws run from about
$80, for the small, 10-inch
model, to several hundred
dollars for the big lumberjack
size. They also require
maintenance and the chains
must be sharpened regularly.
Some shops will sharpen a
chain-saw chain for about $5
and there are kits that enable
you to sharpen the chain
yourself. The kits are
generally under $20.
And if you're cutting your
own wood, you'll need a
pickup truck. But don't
despair. Solar energy
research is making bigger
strides every day.
Stoves For Heat Add
Concern Of Fire Safety
By LOU ISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The increased popularity of
wood-burning stoves as a
source of winter heat has
brought increased concern
about fire safety.
Experts say the stoves





much more human attention
and humans always have and
always will make mistakes,"
writes Jay W. Shelton, author
of "Wood Heat Safety," a
recently published book. "If
you expect wood heating to be
as simple and safe as 'an oc-
casional adjustment of a
thermostat, then stick to
electricity, gas or oil."
If you are willing to take a
few precautions, Shelton says.
"heating with wood probably'
involves no more risk than do
many other accepted choices
and activities in life, such as
living in a region with polluted
air..."
Sales of wood-burning
stoves have soared along with
prices of conventional fuels.
From 1972 - the year before
:he Arab oil embargo - to
1979, sales increased almost
.enfold.
There are no national
figures on the number of fires
relating to wood-burning
stoves. But the Insurance
Information Institute, a trade
association, says local
statistics show the problem is
growing.
The insurance institute has
put together a fact sheet on
wood safety. It is available, at
no charge, from the institute's
New York office, 110 William
St., New York, N.Y. 10038.
Enclose a stamped, self-
addressed envelope with your
request.
Before you buy and install
any wood-burning stove,
check local building and fire
codes to make sure you will be






































A Carrier heat pump works to save you money all year round. In
summer, it gives you efficient, economical cooling. In winter, it
automatically switches over to provide heat for as little as half the
cost of electric resistance heating. It's your best answer to rising
energy costs and fuel problems.
Call 753-9294










Ski resort owners cheered
the snow thatiell on California
mountains in what
meteorologists called one of
the West Coast's worst storms
in a decade. But some
homeowners glumly surveyed
the damage after as much as
62 inches of snow fell in three
days.
It's been a humdinger,"
said Tom Fort of Pla-vada,
near the ski resort area of
Soda Springs, who was still
without electricity Tuesday
night after more than 27
hours.
By late Tuesday, two men
had died and at least 35 per-
sons were missing at sea in the
fierce storm that moved in
from the Pacific early Sun-
day, smashing the West Coast
from San Francisco to Canada
with gale-force winds,
torrential rains and heavy
snows.
The Japanese ore carrier
Lee Wang Zin overturned in
high seas off the coast of
British Columbia on Tuesday,
and a search for the 30 persons
reported aboard was
suspended due to bad weather.
Norden tin the Sierra
mountains I had 62 inches of
snow since mid-Sunday. And
they had 39 inches in the past
24 hours," said Mike Ekern, a
meteorologist for the National
Weather Service.
One tree toppled onto the
roof of Fort's house and "quite
a few" other trees brought
down power lines, he said.
A spokesman for Pacific
Gas and Electric said the hilly
and wooded terrain would
slow down repairs for the
Sierra communities.
Spokesman Fritz Draeger
said because a Nevada-based
utility company services parts
of the area, he was not sure
how many customers lost
power.
However, all but about 2,500
of the 400,000 Northern
California customers who lost
electricity during the height of
the storm had their power
back by late Tuesday,
Draeger said. Most of those
still blacked out, mainly in the
Santa Cruz mountains, were
expected to have power back -
today, Draeger said.
Meanwhile, the storm
weakened as it pushed
through northeastern Nevada,
southern Idaho and northern
Utah.
Motorists in the Laic. Tahoe
area were warned of icy
roads, but Interstate 80, the
major east-west thoroughfare
in the Sierras, was reopened
for some westbound vehicles
from Sacramento to the
Nevada border. Holiday
drivers spent 12 to 14 hours —
instead of the usual four — to
reach Tahoe from San
Francisco.
A Foresthill, Calif., a man
died from exposure after he
sought help when his vehicle
slid off a road Monday about
19 miles from his home. And a
Redding man perished when
he was trapped in his vehicle,'
which slid down an icy slope
and overturned.
By late Tuesday, the U.S.
Coast Guard had suspended
searches for five men missing
at sea. The missing included
two duck hunters who set out
in a skiff on San Francisco
Bay, a man whose small boat
overturned in Tomales Bay, a
Japanese seaman who fell
overboard from a freighter in
Monterey Bay, and a Texas
man who toppled from a
research vessel off Half Moon
Bay.
Chilean Navy Rescues 100
From Swedish Cruise Ship
Ry The Associated Press
The Chilean Navy rescued
more than 100 persons from 
theSwedish cruise ship
Lindblad Explorer, which ran
aground in Antarctica while
filming a science fiction movie
about the end of the world, and
a skeleton crew remained
aboard today waiting for





wandered around the house
with a new Teddy bear as his
father, Raymond Sansbury
Jr., stood in a four-room house
crammed with gifts and cards
from strangers.
He won't let it go, he's
keeping it with him," said
Sansbury, a garbage truck
driver who earns $112 a week.
A flood of gifts and money
from across the country
poured into this small South
Carolina community after 33-
year-old Sansbury was
arrested and charged with
trespassing for taking
discarded clothes from a
dump in nearby Cheraw for
Christmas presents for his
family.
Sansbury is due in court
Thursday to face the charge,
which carries a maximum
penalty of 30 days in jail or a
$100 fine, but he says
donations he has received —
including $500 from en-
tertainer Sammy Davis Jr. —
will help send seven children
to college.
"It's been quite a bit,"
Sansbury said. "I'm going to
try to put most of it away and
save it for the children's
education.
"It's restored my faith in
people," he said. "I didn't
realize so many people cared,
but people really do care
about one another."
Ceramics Exhibit
An exhibition in ceramic by
Mark Rhodes, Valley Station,
Ky., will be in the Clara Eagle
Gallery at Murray State
University Jan. 11 through
Jan. 23. 
off a reef.
There continued to be
conflicting reports on the
exact number of people
aboard the Explorer when it
ran aground about noon
Monday, and how many were
evacuated.
The ship's radio operator
said 70 passengers and 35 crew
members were transferred in
lifeboats to the Chilean naval
vessel Piloto Pardo. They
-were expected to reach Punta
Arenas, Chile, about 700 miles
from the reef, late today.
But Chilean IA. Cmdr.
Rodrigues Solar said in Punta
Arenas that 108 passengers
and 34 crew -members had
been evacuated.
The radio operator of the
Lindblad Explorer told an
Australian 'newspaper by
radio telephone Tuesday that
the ship still was firmly
wedged on the uncharted reef
but was in no immediate
danger of sinking.
"We are all safe and are
keeping our fingers crossed
that two salvage tugs will
arrive to help us get off the
rocks," he said.
Chilean ships were standing
by the 240-foot Explorer,
located 10 miles north of
Paradise Bay in the Palmer
Peninsula — about 150 miles
north of America's Palmer
Coast Guard Station in
Graliamland, Anticartica. A
Norwegian and a Russian tug
boat were en route.
The operator said the crew
had no warning before the ship
ran aground.
We heard these awful
cracks and some shuddering
and then we knew we had hit
something," he said.
The operator said no one
was injured and the
passengers decided to remain
on board for a Christmas Eve
dinner before abandoning it
Tuesday in lifeboats. The
transfer took nearly three
hours.
He said repair work had
begun. Water was being
pumped from the ship and its
starboard list had been
corrected from five to two
degrees.
The twin-hulled Lindblad
Explorer was built 10 years
ago to travel the ice-packed
polar caps and the grounding
poked holes in her outer skin
but did not damage the inner
hull.
Lars Cederqvist, a
spokesman for the Swedish
Brostreom Line that owns the
ship, said in Stockholm there
was no water leaking into the
engine room, but the propeller
shaft was flooded and the
Explorer could not move
under its own power.
A spokesman for Lindblad
Travel Co., which operates the
vessel, said in New York that
actor Chuck Connors was the
only American aboard. But in
Los Angeles, Rudy Alotobelli
— agent for Olivia Hussey,
who also is in the movie — said
she and Connors returned to
the United States on Monday.
The Lindblad also ran
aground in the Antarctic in
1972 off St. George Island in
the South Shetland Islands.
Exploding Package
Now Being Investigated
DUBLIN, Ga. (AP) — A 21-
year-old paraplegic was
hospitalized today as federal,
state and local investigatou
tried to find out who sent the
package, signed "guess who,"
that exploded in his face.
Laurens County Sheriff
W.R. "Rock" Bussell said the
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Some Items
Up To 2 OFF
Cash In On These
Great Bargains
BAMBOO GARDEN
1914 Coldwater Rd. up 753-0317
Larry Swargert apparently
was motivated by revenge.
But officials refused to release
other details of the case as
they searched for a suspect.
County investigators
refused to reveal where
Swargert was being treated or
to say what his condition was.
"If they tried to kill him
once, they might try again,"
said one deputy sheriff, who
asked not to be identified.
Police said Swargert and his
20-year-old girlfriend, Rita
('ole, were injured when the
package exploded as he
opened it in the living room of
his home Monday night.
A spokesman for Com-
munity Ambulance service in
Dublin said Swargert ap-
peared to be in critical con-
dition ' when paramedics
rushed him to Laurens
Memorial Hospital where he
was treated for injuries to his
face, hands and chest. Miss
Cole was treated for a cut on
her chest, authorities said.
Swargert lost the use of his
legs following an automobile
accident several years ago.
Swargert continued to work as
an independent truck driver,
however, after modifying his
truck to allow him to drive it
from a wheekinair.
AFTER RISTMAScT
Great Savings on Popular Electronic
Gifts Santa May Have Missed!
Powerful AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Save $140
359954Fg15
75 watts min. RMS per
channel at 8 ohms, 20- -
20,000 Hz, 0.0900 total har-
monic distortion. Dual tape
dubbing allows copying
from one tape deck to an-
other. Dolby' noise-Teduc-
tion system lowers noise
and extends dynamic range.
31-2084 -rm Dolby Laboratories
Component System with Power & Precision!
Reg. Separate Items 1059.80
8-Track Tape Deck with "Pro" Features
TR-883 by Realistic
ave S4099959  Reg.139.95
Mai,.es recording easy! Dual VU meters.
recording level controls. Pause control,
built-1n digital timer 14-946
Now you can enjoy big
savings at Radio Shack's
after Christmas toy



























Discover the pleasure of pri-
vate stereo listening! Re-




23-466 -C" 23-467 'AA- 23-466
Reg. 34c Reg. 34c Reg. 27c
Long lasting! Get enough for all
those Christmas toys that couldn't
be played with because someone









Reg. 10.95 to 64.97
Made in Radio Shack's own USA factories to insurelasting quality! Get true color, crisp black and whitefrom 50 to 185 miles, depending on antenna. GoldAlodized • finish fights rust. Preassembled for easyinstallation. Come see our selection. There's one to'your needs! 15-1640-1645, 15-1650-1664
CB—The Ideal Traveling Companion
TRC-422 by Realistic
RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 7000 STORES AND DEALERS IN THE USA AND CANADA'
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.





If you drive this winter,
be prepared! Use CB to
Reg. find out road conditions,
119.95 avoid dangerous situa-
tions Instant access to
Ch 9/19 for emergency
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Heroine Of Comedies, Musicals,




1AP — Joan Blondell, the
brassy but good-hearted
heroine of comedies and
musicals who once called
herself the fizz on the soda,"
has died of leukemia after a
stage and screen career
spanning five decades.
Miss Blondell, 73, died
Christmas morning at St.
John's Hospital, where she
had been ill for several weeks,
said Flora Marks, the ac-
tress's business manager.
In her heyday, the quick-
with-a-comeback blonde
exchanged wisecracks with
such leading stars of
Hollywood as James Cagney,
Edward G. Robin-son, Spencer
Tracy, Clark Gable, Leslie
_Howard, Erroll Flynn, Pat
O'Brien and Robert Taylor.
The daughter of a New York
City vaudeville couple, Rose
Joan Blondell launched her
career in the spotlight at age
3, when she joined the family
act.
She parlayed her first big
Broadway success as
"Maggie the Magnificent"
opposite Cagney into a 1930
Warner Bros contract and
made so many films that she
later had trouble remem-
bering them all.
In her early roles, with such
movies as "Public Enemy,"
she was stereotyped as h
gangland moll, but her song-
and-dance talents were
displayed in "Gold Diggers of
1933," and "Footlight
Parade."
She once said all she ever
wanted was "to have one
husband and one house and.
one garden and a lot of
children," But, Miss Blondell
once had homes in New York
and Hollywood — and was
married three times.
Her first marriage, in 1933,
was to cinematographer
George Barnes. They had one
son, Norman, and were
divorced three years later.
Shortly after, she married
singer-actor Dick Powell,
father of her daughter Ellen.
They divorced in 1944, and in
1947 she wed showman
Michael Todd. That marriage
ended in 1950.
She vowed in 1972 never to
marry again.
"The only time I'd ever
marry again is if someone
beat on my door at the hotel
and said, 'I have $27 million
and I'll live elsewhere," .she
said.
Miss Blondell shed her
brash image with the 1945
film, "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn," when Elia Kazan
"let me have a moment of two
of tenderness, of maturity,
that nobody had ever given me
before."
In 1951, she Was nominated
for an Oscar for her sup-
porting role in "The Blue
Veil." She went on to play a
variety of character roles,
both in films and on television.
For two seasons, starting in
1968, she was the bawdy
saloonkeeper, stottie, on
ABCs -Here Come the
Brides." In 1972 she had a
featured role on the NBC
series '•Banyon."
In 1978;-she appeared in the
film -Grease." She also was
nominated for a Golden Globe
award for her performance
last year in John Cassavetes'
"Opening Night."
"My family is the only
reason I stay out here and do
some of these guest shots,"
she told an interviewer last
ear • *Otherwise, I'd rather
work in Macy's basement;
there's more dignity to that."
Both children were with her
when she died. A memorial
service was planned for
Friday. •
Long Labor Over As Mother
Dolphin Gives Birth To Baby
BY JOHN C. GIVEN
Associated Press Writer
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.
AP ) — As excited human
nursemaids outside the
aquarium tank cheered,
Gabrielle nudged her infant to
the surface for that first
breath. The dolphin mother's
month in labor was over.
While dolphin pregnancies
are believed to last about a
year, officials at the Niagara
Falls Aquarium had been
saying "any day now" since
October.
Aquarium staffers who had
been keeping a 24-hour
tankside vigil since labor
began Nov. 14 were rewarded
Christmas Day when
Gabrielle gave birth to a 3'2-
foot female calf.
The baby was quickly
named "Christmas" by the
onlookers, but a contest will
determine the permanent
name of the young mammal.
"I'm very relieved and
happy," said consulting
veterinarian Shakeen Nakeeb.
"We've been waiting for this a
long time."
The first hint of Gabrielle's
pregnancy came earlier this
year, when she "quit
working" an aquarium staffer
said. In May, a fetal heartbeat
was detected.
Heavy contraetions began
late Tuesday morning, and
with the appearance of the
calf's tail at 12:24 p.m. ex-
citement began to grow.
By 1:40 enough of the calf
had emerged to make it clear
that the tank's new resident
would be a female. The calf's
dorsal fin appeared 20 minutes




rose to the surface for a gulp
of air.
Then, as the fin emerged,
followed by the rest of the calf,
Gabrielle turned a quick
somersault under her already
swimming newborn to push it
to the surface for its first
breath.
On the other side of the
glass, about 20 delighted
surrogate parents clapped and
cheered.
"I was very pleased to see
she was not in pain or
distressed," said .Nakeeb.
was an easy delivery, I'd say.
"Probably the ladies
watching her labor felt pains
more than the dolphin. I heard
them groaning when she
pushed."
While births among dolphins
in captivity are not unheard
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pening are "pretty slim,"
John Nicholas, a marine
mammal biologist at the
National Marine Fisheries
Service Laboratory in Woods
Hole, Mass., said in a recent
interview.
The birth was the second for
22-year-old Gabrielle. Five
years ago, when she was
living at a Cape Cod, Mass.,
aquarium, she gave birth to
Spray, who shares her tank at
Niagara Falls.
Present for the birth of
"Christmas" was her father,
Sunny, who had been let out of
an isolated tank two days
earlier.
He had been separated
because aquarium officials
feared his rough play might
harm the mother. Soon after
the birth, he began getting




WASHINGTON AP) — The
liquor industry received, a
temporary delay in putting
healthwarning labels on its
bottles by a little noticed
action taken by Congress
shortly before it adjourned
earlier this month.
The Senate passed an
amendment last May spon-
sored by Sen. Strom Thur-
mond, R-S.C., to make the
warning labels mandatory.
The amendment, which
passed by a 2-1 margin, was
.attached to a routine ,budget-
authorization bill for the




labels on their products,
calling them "cosmetic
solutions" to the deeper
problems of alcoholism.
Shortly before Congress
adjourned, the liquor in-
dusty's fears were somewhat
alleviated by a Senate-House
compromise.
Because the House hadn't
included the warning-label
requirement in its
authorization bill for the
alcohol-abuse institute, the
Senate and House had to
resolve the differences.
Rather than form a regular
conference committee with
the House, the Senate
eliminated the warning-label
requirement and called for a
study of the ?Slue by two
federal agencies. The House
went along with the Senate
action.
The compromise, agreed to
by Thurmond, requires the
Departments of Health,
Education and Welfare and
the Treasury to do a six-month
study on the health hazards of
alcohol consumption.
The study will specifically
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be directed at the effect of
excessive drinking on
pregnant women and their
unborn children. I Govern-
ment studies have shown that
the offspring of women who
drink heavily during
pregnancy could suffer
mental and physical defects
know as the "fetal alcohol
syndrome." )
Before June 1. HEW's
assistant secretary for health
and the Treasury Depart-
ment's assistant secretary for
enforcement and operations
are required- to report to the
president and Congress on the
results of the study.
In effect, the compromise
requires the two agencies, by
authority they have under
existing legislation, to order
warning labels for liquor
containers if they see fit.
However, the Treasury
Department already declined
earlier this year to place
labels on liquor bottles to warn
pregnant women of the risks
of heavy drinking. -
The liquor industry.
represented by the Distilled
Spirits Council of the United
States, said the compromise




ducted by the Treasury
Department," a council
statement said, "public levels
of awareness iabout the .
hazards of drinking I are
extraordinarily high."
But Sen. Walter "Dee"
Huddieston, D-Ky., wasn't as
receptive to the compromise.
In a statement to the Senate,
Huddleston warned that
giving HEW and Treasury the
ability to promulgate their
own regulations on warning
labels takes the matter away
from Congress.
Man Climbs To Top Of
Tree As Iranian Protest
By LARRY STRIEGEL
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A 27-
year-old man, upset about
American hostages being held
in Iran, climbed to the top of
Rockefeller Center's 65-foot
Christmas tree early today
and remained aloft for an hour
and 20 minutes before he was
led down by police.
"Free the 50!" George
Young shouted after two
policemen helped him down
from the thick Norway Spruce
at 3:40 a.m.
"He wanted to throw the
star off the top of the tree
because he thought the
hostages should have been
home for Christmas,", Police
Officer Frank Pewarski said
after he and Officer Kevin
Barry spent 30 minutes in the
tree with Young.
"He was no trouble. We just
talked to him and he said he'd
come down," said Pewarski,
his back covered with pine
needles.
Police said Young and two
others — Thomas Kijewski,
24, and Dennis Martinet, 19,
both of Brooklyn — ap-
proached the tree around 2:15
a.m.
Police said Martinet walked
toward Rockefeller Center
security guard Neil Carter,
who was standing at ths fence
.iround the base of the tree,
and shoved him. The other two
then jurriped the fence and
began climbing, according to
police.
Police said Kijewski got
about 12 feet up the unlit tree
before Carter yelled for him to
come down. Young kept
climbing, police said,'
Margaret Hayes, 19. of
Lindenhurst, N.Y., said she
and a group of friends saw the
trio standing near the tree
around 2 a.m.
"I asked one, 'Are yo
celebrating Christmas?' an,!
he said, 'Yeah, but I didn
climb the tree yet,",' Miss
Hayes said. "We said To
ahead and climb it,' an,
walked away. When we can o
back, he' was up there. W.,
'thought he was joking."
Police said Young and
Kijewski were charged with
trespassing while Martinet




University men's Racer team
will play the men from
Morehead State University on
Thursday, Jan. 10, at 7:30 p.m.
In the Murray State Arena.
Tfpoff time will be 7:3() p.m.
The Lady Racers of Murray
State will play the women
from Morehead State at 5:15
p.m. in the Arena at Murray
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In The Meantime
(A Commontory On Sports)
Murray Ledger & Times
FANS: Some Say 'Amen,' Some Boo,But Most Just Want Wins
(NOTE: The Murray Ledger & Times
has been without a sports editor since
late November when Tony Wilson
accepted the post of assistant sports
editor at the Paducah Sun. During this
time, the regular news staff, along with
a handful of part-time *titers and
photographers, has assumed the
responsibility of coveting sports events
in addition to its regular duties.
(One drawback to the setup, without
a full-time sports editor, has been the
lack of any regular local commentary
on our sports pages. The following
column is an attempt to fill that void.
The column, entitled "In The Mean-
time," will continue sporadically until
our full-time sports editor, who has
been hired, joins the staff in the very
near future and begins writing a
column of his own.)
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
"...I think we are growing up a lot
with each game."
That's what Murray State basketball
coach Ron Greene said following the
Racers one-pobit loss to Memphis State
last Thursday.
We think so, too. The Racers have
ended their pre-holiday schedule with a
5-3 record with the three losses coming
on the road by a total of only five points.
• The season record at this point could
just as easily have been 8-0 had the
circumstances surrounding the final
seconds of each of the three defeats
swayed in Murray State's favor.
But several things have occurred,
bad calls, missed opportunities, etc,
which kept the Racers from winning
those games.
We notice, however, one striking
similarity in each of the losses — the
Racers went to a slow-down offense in
the final minutes of all three games.
Coach Greene said on his tv show
Sunday night that if he had it to do over
again, he would use the same tactic. He
also said he expects to use the slow-
down offense or four-corner in future
games.
That's fine. We think the slow-down
offense has its place in college
basketball — maybe even with the
Two Fourth-Quarter Plays Key
In Blue's 22-13 Win Over Gray
MONTGOMERY, Ala. ( AP)
— Harvard Coach Joe Restic
says two fourth-quarter plays
were the keys to his team's 22-
13 Christmas Day victory in
the 42nd annual Blue-Gray
college all-star football game.
The first big play came just
as the quarter started when
the Gray, down 14-13, faced a
fourth down at the Blue 30-
yard line and decided to go for
the first down rather than try
afield goal.
But the Blue defense
stopped Rice's Earl Cooper
for a 1-yard gain, leaving the
Gray two yards short of the
first down marker.
• • "I didn't think we could kick
that far," said Auburn Coach
Doug Barfield who opted for
the first down try rather than
a field goal.
"Plus, with the wind at their
back, we didn't want to give
them the ball at the 30 if we
missed," Barfield said. "That
was definitely a big play
because after that they took
command."
Restic cited a safety scored
by the Blue team minutes
later as "a big factor in our
victory."
The safety came after the
Auburn's James McKinney
recovered a fumble by Yale's
Ken Hill at the Gray 2-yard
line. The fumble ended a 69-
yard march by the Blue.
On the third play after the
fumble, however, the Gray
decided to gamble on a
reverse and Alabama State's
Terry Greer was caught in the
end zone by Iowa's Jim Mohni
for a safety.
The Blue then took the
ensuing kickoff and, led by
their most valuable player,
Syracuse quarterback Bill
Hurley, marched 49 yards for
a touchdown to seal the vic-
tory.
Thta touchdown was scored
by Hill, who fumbled away
another Blue touchdown
earlier in the quarter.
Hurley, who hit 12 of 15
passes for 128 yards, provided
the offensive spark for the
Blue in the first half,
engineering two touchdown
drives to stake the Northern
all-stars to a 14-0 lead.
Hurley scored the first
touchdown on a 6-yard run,
then passed six yards to
Oregon State wide receiver
Steve Cury for the second
score.
The Gray came roaring
back in the second quarter
behind Auburn quarterback
Charlie Trotman, who was
selected as the Gray's most
valuable player.
Trotman moved the Gray
from its own 22 to the Blue 25
before the drive stalled and
John Roveto of Southwest
Louisiana was called on to
boot a 42-yard field goal.
The Gray then took ad-
vantage of a rule which
permits a team trailing by 10
points or more to get the ball
back when they score.
After receiving the kickoff,
Trotman took only six plays to
move the Gray 76 yards for
another touchdown, with the
Auburn quarterback scoring
on a 6-yard run.
The Gray defense then
stopped the Blue offense and
the Southern all-stars took
over at their own 10 with less
than two minutes left.
East TenAessee State
quarterback Mark Hutsell
passed the Gray downfield.
enabling Roveto to kick a 26-
yard field goal with just one
second left in the half
Practice Resumes As Players
Keep Super Bowl In Mind
By The Associated Press
Practice resumed today for
the Philadelphia Eagles,
Tampa Bay Buccaneers and
six other National Football






You get 12 pieces of fish,
13 hush puppies,
a pint of cole slaw, and
plenty of french fries.
Save $10
when you feed the family
Captain D's
 41f
save 0.00 at Captain D's
on the Value Pack
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Bowl on their minds.
The Eagles, 27-17 wild-card
winners over Chicago in the
National Conference opening
round, and the Bucs, NFC
Central Division champions,
open the second round of
action at 12:30 p.m. EST
Saturday.
The AFC's second round
follows at 4 p.m. with the
walking wounded of the
Houston Oilers, 134 winners
over Denver in their wild-card
game, visiting the San Diego
Chargers, champions of the
West Division.
On Sunday the remaining
division winners play their
first playoff games — Miami
(East) at Pittsburgh (Cen-
tral) in the AFC and Los
Angeles (West) at Dallas
( East ) in the NFC.
As a team, the Bucs have
never been in a playoff game
Isix of their 22 starters were in
at least one with other clubs).
In fact, in their previous three
seasons, they never won more
than five games. But this year
they won their first five and
finished at 10-6.
But they are an enigma.
Most fans view Tampa Bay as
a sputtering offense over-
shadowed by the league's best
defense, while the Eagles are
considered more of an offense-
oriented team. But
statistically Philadelphia was
seventh in offense in the NFC
— and the Bucs were sixth.
It's only the second meeting
of the teams. Philadelphia
won the first encounter 13-3.




(UCLA) and Tampa Bay's
John McKay (Southern
California).
The Dolphins will be trying
to repeat. their last playoff
appearance in Pittsburgh,
when they beat the Steelers
Reserve Seat Tickett
Available For MHS Game
A limited supply of reserve-
chair ,seats for the Murray
High-Mayfield High contest in
the Paducah Tilghman
Christmas Tournament will.bor
on sale from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 27, in the
Murray High principal's of-
fice.
Principal Roy Weatherly
said the tickets, $3 each, will
be sold on a first-come, first-
serve basis.
All general admission
tickets will be sold at the gate,
Weatherly added.
The tourney will feature
eight of the top nine teams in
west Kentucky. The No. 9
Tigers will take on Mayfield,
defending regional chimps
and currently ranked third, at
7 p.m . Thursday.
Fourth-ranked Marshall
County and No. 5 Lone Oak
open the tournament action at
noon Thursday. Lone Oak has
dropped its last four games
after winning its first so(
outings. No. 7 Heath and
second-ranked Carlisle
County will meet at 2:30 p.m
Carlisle already has scored a
victory over the Pirates this
season.
No. 1 Tilghman, winner of
last year's tourney, will face
No. 8 Livingston Central
following the Murray.
Mayfield game.
Semi-final games will he
played Friday night with thl'
finals Saturday night.
Doors will open one hour
before each game.
Murray State Racers.
Coach Greene was quoted as saying
recently following a home game when
Racer fans booed the use of the four-
corner, "the fans in the ACC (Atlantic
Coast Conference) say 'amen'," when
their teams go into the four-corner.
That may be true in the ACC. It's also
trik in the ACC that their teams use the
four-corner when they're up by six to
eight points and they usually win the
game.
Coach Greene was also quoted as
saying he thinks maybe a clinic would
be in order to teach local fans the finer
points of the four-corner or spread
offense.
We assume coach Greene wants the
clinic to teach the fans how to say
"amen" rather than "boo." We think if
the results obtained from Murray's
slow-down offense were different, the
clinic would not be needed. Fans are
fickle and when their team is winning
they usually cheer the wining formula
no matter what it is.
The difference in the Racers' case
and the ACC is that MSU has been
behind in each of the three losses this
year and has employed the slowdown in
an effort to get the final-second, game-
winning shot. It hasn't worked, yet,
with the possible exception of the
Memphis State game — the gun was
aimed but the bullet misfired.
In that game, the Racers' drew a foul
with five seConcis to go while trailing by
one point. After two time-out calls by
the Tigers, freshman forward Glen
Green made the trek to the free throw
line where he proceeded to miss the
front-end of a one-plus-one, ending
Murray's chances.
The lanky forward is the scapegoat,
right? Not necessarily.
We agree with what coach Greene
said Sunday: the one or two mistakes in
the closing minutes of a game are not
always the ones that spell victory or
defeat. Other fumbles made throughout
a contest can just as easily be termed
the ''turning point."
In the case of the Memehis State
contest, we can think of at least one
other instance that could have made up
for the Racers' one-point deficit at the
game's end.
That came in the first half when the
Murray State bench (coach Greene)
was charged with a technical foul. A
technical foul can easily become a
three-point play for the opponent. They
get the free-throw plus the ball.
We think it is unpardonable in
modern-day basketball for a coach to
draw a technical foul. Today's referees
most-times employ a "quick-whistle"
when it comes to calling the "Big T" on
the bench. We've seen this in recent
seasons and so have the coaches.
Granted, Murray State has already
had its share of questionable calls in
this still-young season. But we've never
believed two wrongs make a right.
Maybe the fans aren't the only ones in
need of a clinic.
Fans and sportswriter always have
one thing in common — they like to
second-guess the coaching staff. The
fans' replaying the game among
themselves over a cup of coffee the next
.morning is one of the things that keeps
athletic events interesting.
We've all said at one time or another:
"if I'd been the coach, I would have.
Good coaches continually second-guess
themselves. Everyone seems to have
perfect hindsight.
We think the time is now for Murray
State basketball. The team has the
players and the coaches have the ex-
pertise to triN them into a winning
unit.
The only other ingredient we can see
that makes a championship team is fan
support. But that brings us to the old
"chicken and egg" question: Will the 4
team win if the fans come out in en-
thusiastic numbers? Or, will the fans
fill Racer Arena, screaming support at
the top of their lungs, if the team begins
to win?
In Murray State's case this year, one
should beget the other.
The Racers return to the hardwood
Jan. 3 when Missouri-St. Louis invades
Racer Arena. Even though we have not
yet attended a clinic, we plan to be
there supporting Murray State's
basketball program one hundred
percent.
Despite Problems, Duke Stays
Atop Associated Press Cage Poll
By TOM CANAVAN-
Associated Press Writer
Duke, extended to overtime
by Boston College and bar-
dpressed by Providence in
winning the Industrial
National Classic last weekend,
maintained a firm hold on the




The Blue Devils collected 41
of 54 first-place votes and 1,064
out of a -possible 1,080 points in
the balloting by a nationwide
panel of sports wraters and
broadcasters. Bill Foster's
team edged Boston College 70-
64 in the first round of the
tournament and held off a
furious Providence comeback
in posting an 82-79 win in the
championship game.
But Duke wasn't the only
member of the Top 20 which
had its problems last week.
There were many close calls,
and some surprises.
Kentucky, which moved up
a notch to No.2 this week after
collecting eight first-place
votes and 991 points, scored a
heartthumping 61-60 win over
Purdue in the championship of
the Kentucky Invitational last
weekend. The Wildcats also
posted lopsided wins over
Georgia and California during
the week in running their
record to 10-1.
Notre Dame, ranked fourth
last week, also moved up a
place while DePaul, Louisiana
State and North Carolina,
ranked sixth, seventh and
eighth, respectively, last
week, each moved up two pegs
on the poll.
The Fighting Irish collected
three first-place votes and 907
points after last week's win
over Fairfield. DePaul, which
captured the Chicagoland
Classic last weekend, was
tabbed on one first-place
ballot and received MO points.
LSU was fifth with 815 points
followed by North Carolina
with 784 points — just three
more than Ohio State, which
plummeted from second to
seventh after being upset 75-65
by Louisville.
Purdue, Syracuse and
Indiana rounded out the Top
10. The Boilermakers were
eighth with 624 points — 17
more than the Orangemen —
while ,injuryridden Indiana,
No.5 last week and a four-
point loser to North Carolina
Saturday, slipped to No.10
with 532.
Iowa, unbeaten in eight and
winners of the Dayton Classic
last week, headed the Second
Ten. Louisville, which looked
impressive in beating Ohio
State only to become an upset
victim itself later in the week
to Utah, was 12th followed by
Missouri, Virginia, St.John's,
UCLA, Georgetown D.C.,
Oregon State, Arkansas and
Brigham Young.




Brigham Young, Oregon State
and Arkansas.
For the second straight
week, there, are no new
members to Top 20.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE  Philadelphia Trio Sits On Bench
NHL Leaders
NEW YORK AP The National
Hockey League 'canna leaders through
Sunday's game,
Dionne, LA 27





























NEW YORK AP The National Bas-
ketball Amoctation scoring, rebounding
and assist leaders through Sunday's
games
Scoriae
G PG rr Pts Avg
Gervth. SA 32 467 197 1022 331
Free, SD 33 315 302 1034 31.3
Dantley, , Utah 13 371 213 975 114
Malone. Hou 34 321 239 866 14.3
Erving. Phi 35 261 190 912 90.1
Abd ' -J' b r, LA 37 366 173 905 21.5
Crtanght, NY 36 303 226 632 23.1
Johrwon, MU 34 102 160 754 32.5
Birdsong. K( 77 344 135 17/ 23.4
Kenon SA 34 303 141 751 11.3
Rebonadlng
ri Off Del Tot Avg
Malone, Roo It 257 2e7 524 15.4
!tater, SD 3$ 166 402 NB 14.1
L'nserd
Wash 30 113 284 397 13 2
Parish. (IS 35 146 292 438 123

























Ply The Associated Press
Easter. Conference
Attune Dtviaisa
W L Pct GB
Boston V 8 771
Philadelphia 16 10 773
New York 17 20 459
WaaNngton 14 17 411
New Jersey 13 23 261
(argued DIvisfora
Atlanta 23 15 OM -
San Antonio 111 17 514
Cleveland 17 20 4511
Indiana 16 19 457
Houston 15 19 441
Detroit 9 77 .250
Western Csafereace
Midwest Divides
litilwaulose 21 15 .50
Kumla Clty 11 14 .5111
Deeper 13 24 .351
Chicasio 12 13 .313
Utah 10 31 .271
Pacific DIvislas
Seattle 24 11 NI
Las Angeles 25 12 471
Phosetx 14 13 649
Portland ID 18 539
San Diego 19 19 500




PhIledelphia 16, Waddieston 92
New York L11, New Jersey 102
Cleveland 111. Detroit Ill
Utah ln., Deriver III
Portimel 13, Golden State VI
Wedneldey's Gamuts
Washington at New Jersey, (0).
Indium at Detroit, ( n ).
Los Angeles at Kansas City, (1).
Clacago at Milwaukee. (it).
San Antonio at Houston. DO.
Golden State at Denver, In).
Portland at Phoenix. In).
San Diego at Seattle,
Thersday's Games
Houston at Attains, n
Milwaukee at Washington. r n
New York at Cleveland, I it
Philadelphia at San Antonio, i
Los Angela' at Utah, 0 n



















Washington 7 22 5 19
Smythe Division
Vancouver 13 15 7 23
Chicago 11 12 11 33
Winnipeg 12 Di 4 21
St lows 11 18 5 27
Colorado 10 19 3 73
F,drnonton 7 18 7 21
Wales Conference
Adams Dial sloe
Buffalo 73 9 3 49
Boston 19 9 5 43
Minnesota 18 7 7 39
Toronto 15 14 4 34
Quebec 14 15 5 33
Nerds Mathieu
Montreal 17 13 6 40
1.911 Angeles 15 12 6 36
Pittsburgh 11 10 11 33
Detroit 10 14 7 27
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Philadelphia 27, Chicago 17
American Coslereace




Ptuladelphia at Tampa Bay
American Coal ereace





Los Angeles all hillas
Suede', Jan. 6
AFC Championship, site, teams and
tune to be determined
NFC Chiunplunship, site, teams and









By The Associated Press
Campbell ( (inference
Patrick Dheisloa
W 1. T Pts GF
22 1 9 53 141
II 15 5 37 137
14 14 4 32 110








































By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press college basketball poll.
with first-place votes in parentheses,
records and total points Points based on
20-19-11-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10
1. Duke (11) .... 801,064
2. Kentucky (f)... • 10-1 991
3. Notre Dame 131 7-0907
4. DePaul 111 . . 7-0860
5 Louisiana Stele 6-0913
6. North Carolina  5-1764
7. Ohio State 6-1782
11. Purdue 6-1624
9. Syracuse . 6-0 607
10. Indiana 3-2332
11. Iowa $4 504
12. Louisville 6-1 478
13. Missouri 10-0 373
14. Virginui  7-1 323
15. St. John's, N.Y.  6-1 306
16. UCLA 6-2W
17. Georgetown, D.C. .... 7-1 272
IS. Oregon State 5-1323
19. Arkansas 6-1140
30. Brigham Young ' 7-2101
An AP Sports Analysis
By lit Associated Pre.
HOCKEY
America& Hockey Lenges




MELBOURNE, Australia r AP -
American-born Steve Krulevitz, who
holds dual Amencan-Draeb citizenship,
upset fifth-seeded Balazs Taroczy of
Hungary 6-3, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3 in the first round
of the $362,000 Australian Open tennis
tournament.
In other matches, third-seeded Victor
Arnaya of the United Suites defeated
countryman Sherwood Stewart 6-3, 6.4,
6-1 and, American Chris Delaney beat
his older brother, Jim, 14, 6-4, 74.
BOXING
• SPARTANBURG, S.C. i API -
Twenty-year-old boxer Tony Thomas
was listed in critical condition as a result
of head injuries sustained during a four-
round bout last Saturday night, a
hospital spokesman said.
Thomas of Spartanburg. S.C., lost the
fight to Sanuny Home when the bout was
stopped with 1:10 remaining in the
fourth round. Apprommately one how
after the fight, Thomas lapsed into un-
r.ronsciousness He was taken to Spartan-
burg General Hospital, and has not
regained consciousness.
GENERAL
OMAHA, Neb. i AP) - Donald S. Fair,
the first announcer at Ak-Sar-Ben race
track and one of the premier announcers
in his field in the nation, died at age al.
Fair, who retired in 1970 after a 35-
year career as writer and chart-caller
for the Daily Racing Form and the old
Morning Telegraph, suffered a stroke in
June. He was inducted into the Nebraska
Racing Hall of Fame in June.
LOS ANGELES (API - Hal Hirshon,
captain of the 1930 UCLA football team,
died of leukemia at Marina Mercy
Hospital in suburban Manna del Rey. He
was 63.
Until Needed, Responds With Points
By The Associated Press
Bobby Jones, Steve Mix anti
Henry Bibby sat on thi
Philadelphia bench apd
waited until they were needed
Once called upon, the 76er-
trio responded - scoring all 25
'of their team's fourth-quarter
points in a comeback 95-92
victory over the Washington
Bullets.
"We know for this team to
'A Ill the championship, the
bench has to do its job," said
Mix, who scored six of his 12
points in that final quarter
Tuesday as Philadelphia's
reserves outscored the Bullets
25-21 in the last 12 minutes. "k
enjoy this reserve role
because Bobby Jones I and I
can team up and go all-out on
every play."
That's just what they did
'1 uestias-. Jones scored 12
points in less than nine
minutes as the 76ers snapped
a 77-77 tie and pulled to a 94-84
lead with 2:47 to play.
Bibby collected seven of his
lkpoints in the fourth quarter
as Philadelphia recorded its
13th victory in 16 games and
pulled within 1 1-2 games of
firstplace Boston in the




In the other NBA games
Tuesday, the New York
Knicks blasted the New
Jersey Nets 131-102, the
Cleveland Cavaliers topped
the Detroit Pistons 111-101, the
Utah Jazz bested the Denver
Nuggets 122-111 and the
Portland Trail Blazers
Some College Coaches Like New
Trend From High School Stars
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
There have been nights
recently when sleep" was
impossible for Bret Bearup.
"A couple of nights ago, I
woke up at 1 o'clock in the
morning," said the 6-9 high
school basketball star from
Greenlawn, N.Y., on Long
Island. "I got so psyched up
thinking about playing for
Kentucky. I thought maybe
they'd be talking about us the
way they did about the
Fabulous Five."
While many of his
classmates will toss and turn
until spring over where to
continue their basketball
careers, Bearup will lie awake
dreaming about the greatness
to which he aspires at Ken-
tucky.
"I'm tremendously
relieved," said Bearup, who
announced on Nov. 18 that he
will attend UK next fall. "Now
I can concentrate on my
Pro Hockey Needs To Clean Up
Its Act To Keep Fans' Support
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
The Swedish player had
taken enough abuse. After
being slashed for perhaps the
10th time in the game, he
dropped his gloves and started
punching his adversary.
Sound familiar? Sure, it
could happen in just about any
National Hockey League rink,
where open season obviously
has been declared on the
noneombative European
athletes and where some
players have gotten away with
blatant assault.
But this incident happened
last week at the pre-Olympic
lackey tournament at Lake
Placid, N.Y., where the Swede
was forward Harald Lueckner
and his adversary was Soviet
defenseman Vladimir Durdin.
"They play rough," Swedish
Coach Jan-Erik Nilsson, said
of the Soviets. "Sometimes,
you have to meet them with
the same weapon."
But his statement did not
erase the blight on a 10-game
tournament that featured
benches to congratulate a goal
Baseball Had Its Beginnings
During A Pilgrims' Christmas
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Christmas, 1979. Let's hope
that among all the Star Trek
and space-age gadgetry the
kids found wider their tinseled
trees there were a few old-
fashioned bats, balls and
gloves.
After all, American baseball
also was born on Christmas
day - 358 years ago, shortly
after the Pilgrims came over
on the Mayflower.
The first Joe DiMaggio
might even have been a guy
named John Alden.
Bah, humbug, you say?
Every grammar school kids
knows that the great
American pastime came out
of the head of a Civil War
general named Abner
Doubleday. It was he who
conceived and played it
around Cooperstown, N.Y.
There's even a shrine up there
to prove it.
One apocryphal story is that
Abe Lincoln, on his deathbed,
called Gen. Doubleday to his
side and, choking on every
breath, beseeched him: "Our
country has been divided by
war and bitterness. We must
do something to bring the
people together. Invent
baseball."
Now historians have learned
that the Doubleday concept is
purely a myth. In fact, there
were two Abner Doubledays
who lived in the Cooperstown
area during the period
baseball was supposed to have
emitted its first tortured
gasps. If Doubleday actually
had a role in developing the
•
game as we know it, it wasn't
the general but a cousin -
also named Abner - stem-
ming from another branch of
the family tree.
Baseball's true genesis is
still clouded in mystery, but
no one has traced its roots
more carefully than the
longtime author and
authority, Harry Simmons -
now an aide to Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn.
"Baseball is a derivation of
many games played with a
hat, ball and bases," said the
grandfatherly historian, who
earlier this month was
honored as the King of
Baseball at the winter
meetings in Toronto.
"It could be a distant cousin
of English cricket. Research
shows conclusively that the
game traces back to the days
of the Pilgrims."
Simmons has come across a
yellowed, centuries-old
volume, "History of the
Plymouth Plantation,"
written by Gov. William
Bradford of the colony that
came over on the ship Fortune
and settled in Massachusetts.
On Christmas Day, 1621,
Gov. Bradford called the men
of Plymouth "to work as was
used." The deeply religious
Puritans demurred, arguing it
was against their consciences
to labor on the Holy Day.
Returning to the plantation
for lunch, the governor
discovered the Puritans
frolicking "at pitching ye
barr, some at stoole ball, and
suche-like sport." Angry, he
broke up the game.
some entertaining games and
a marked lack of the brawling
that has become a charac-
teristic of NHL play.
Fans supposedly come to
the games to watch, not to
punch players, and nowhere in
the standard player's contract
is permission extended to
punch spectators who punch
first. 
If a cliche ever applied, it is
that two wrongs do not make a
right. In this case, of course,
there are many more wrongs
than two:
-The referees have been
party to a terrible 10 weeks of
officiating. With rare ex
ception, they have been
thorough only in their' in-
consistency. The victims often
are non-combatant players
who are slashed and sticked
repeatedly.
-The European players
cannot be excused for abiding
by "the laws of survival."
However, they like all other
players, are entitled to
protection through the en-
forcement of clearly worded




that goes right up to President
John Ziegler, cannot be ex-
cused for its inaction. Ziegler
works for the owners who
allow these assaults to con-
tinue. He will say he is not
empowered to put his foot
down on thugs, goons and
other ne'er-do-wells who keep
finding their way into NHL
uniforms; but that stance is
becoming more and more
unacceptable from people
with common sense.
On March 30r the day 
the
NHL approved expansion and
signaled the end of the World
Hockey Association, Ziegler
said he saw the move "Not as
the end of the WHA but the
threshold of the rejuvenation
of hockey in North America."
If he saw it that way, if that
resurgence is to take place,
The Massachusetts game was ne 
c 
of the first steps must be
alled 'roundball.' In 
'town
enforced end of violence
Philadelphia, it was 
ball,' and in New York, 'base
ball.'
"The game spread west-
ward, and then into Canada,"
said Simmons.
A special commission was
set up by A.G. Spalding in 1885
to determine the origin of
baseball. It attributed the
game to Gen. Doubleday
around the time of the "log
cabin and hard cider"
presidential campaign of Gen.
William Henry Harrison, but
subsequent documents have
proved this a fallacy.
The theory is even disputed
by the Doubleday family tree,
dating back to Elisha, who
came to Boston from England
in 1676 and saw his descen-
dants scatter to Connecticut
and upttate New York.
When the general was
supposed to have dreamed up
the game, he was a cadet at
West Point. Credit, if any,
should have gone to a first
cousin, Abner, son of Ulysses
Doubleday.
But take it from Simmons,
the Pilgrims did it.
"Stoole ball was played with
a milking stool, a crude bat
and ball," says Simmons.
"Any number could play. The
striker (batter) stood at the
stool to deflect the pitch. If the
giver (pitcher) hit the stool, he
got a point and positions
rotated. As more players got
involved, more stools were
staked out and players
progressed from stool to stool.
"Many variations came out
of the primitive beginning.
and unnecesary fouls, no
matter the homeland of the
player. There is no place for it,
and matters have passed the
point of excuse.
Someone will categorize as
"an isolated incident" the
Bruins' climbing into the
Madison Square Garden seats
to fight four spectators.
It is isolated in all the other
sports that rightly call
themselves "major." But
hockey is unique in its per-
mission of violence. In
basketball and baseball, a
participant is ejected from a
game for excessive argument
with game officials. In
hockey, players are rarely
penalized for arguing and
coaches never are penalized.
In football, admittedly a
contact sport with any number
of fouls, rules committees
have enacted any number of
legislations against dangerous
play.
But hockey? It's always,
"Next time." The NH!. rules
committee spends its time on
important things like making
sure players don't leave their
scorer. That's a serious of-
fense and swift action is taken
to prevent such unnecessary
delays in the resumption of
play. The fans might get
bored.
Well here's a surprise: The
fans already are bored. Some
of them are so sick of paying
money to see mugging they're
staying home or spending
their entertainment dollars on
Sports that don't look like the
lead story on the nightly news.
And that's not going to change
until the NHL meets the
challenge and uses some in-
telligence.
senior year without worrying
about recruiters in the
stands."
Not too long ago, Bearup's
peers would have considered
him a square.
"Kids like to be recruited,"
said Bret's Father, Charlie
Bearup. "They want to bi
wanted."
This year, however, b
considered a trend-setter -
one of several high schoo.
seniors bold enough, and sure
enough, to look recruiters in
the eye and announce their
college choices during the fall.
Already, Bearup knows who
one of his UK classmates will
be: Melvin Turpin, a 7-footer
from- Lexington, has an-
nounced that he will play for
UK next fall.
Elsewhere, Joe Gampfer, a
6-11 center from Cincinnati,
has told Purdue Coach Lee
Rose that he wants to succeed
senior Joe Barry Carroll in the
pivot for the Boilermakers.
Oren Gilmore, the 6-9
brother of Chicago Bulls star
Artis Gilmore, has announced
that he will play at Florida
State for Joe Williams, the
man who coached his brother
in college at Jacksonville.
And Matt Doherty, Bearup's
6-7 friend from Hicksville,
N.Y., apparently has nothing
against the four-corner of-
fense. He called North
Carolina Caoch Dean Smith
and expressed a desire to be
part of it.
"I think there'll be more of
it," said Purdue's Rose.
"I think it's fairer to both
parties concerned," said
Dwane Casey, a UK graduate
assistant coach. "It takes the
pressure off the recruit's
back. With recruiting going
on, it's impossible to dedicate
yourself to your high school
team and your schoolwork."
Coaches also benefit from
early announcements, Rose
said.
"We put ourselves in a bad
situation economically with
all these all-star games they
play in," he said. "They drag
it out and out and out. Some of
these kids play in 10 all-star
games, and if we're in-
terested, we've got to go see
them play."
In 1960, the Cleveland
Indians and Detroit Tigers
traded managers, Joe Gordon
going from Cleveland to
Detroit and Jimmy Dykes
going in the other direction.
Don Faurot is usually
credited with the invention of
the "Split T" formation in
football, having used it for the
first time at Missouri in 1941.
a0P
bombed the Golden State
Warriors 113-91.
In all, the Philadelphia
reserves outscored the
Bullets' bench 45-18 as Jones
finished with 18 points. Elvin
Hayes, who helped
Washington to a 50-47 half-
time, finished with a game-
high 29.
Knicks 131, Nets 102
Bill Cartwright scored 3:4
points and Toby Knight adder.
25 as New York ran up it
biggest winning margin of the
season.
The Knicks amassed 70
firsthalf points and scored at
least 30 points in each period.
"This time we walked away
embarrassed," said Mike
Newlin of the Nets, who had 19
points and shared scoring
honors withtalvin Natt.
Cavaliers 111, Pistons 101
Mike Mitchell scored 23
points and grabbed a,
careerhigh 19 rebounds while
Dave Robisch added 22 points
in Cleveland's victory....
Detroit took a 94-91 lead
midway through the fourth
quarter, but the Cavaliers
scored 20 of the next 27 points
to hand the Pistons their fifth
loss in a row. Eric Money had
22 points for Detroit.
• Jazz 122, Nuggets 111
Terry Furlow piled up a
career-high 37 points while
Adrian Dantley contributed 27
as Utah humbled Denver.
The 'victory for the cellar-
dwelling Jazz was only its 10th
in 36 games. The Nuggets!
Dan Issel matched Furlow's
total to lead Denver.
Alan Bristow scqpd seven
points in a row to-give the Jazz
a 110-101 lead late in the game.
Trail Blazers 113, Warriors 91
Portland got 32 points from
Tom Owens and 24 from Ron
Brewer to hand Golden State
its eighth loss in the last nine
games.
The Trail Blazers led 66-48
at halftime, then boosted the
margin to 84-55 with 6:47
remaining. Sonny Parker led
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U.S. Student Held In Turkey To Be Released
• it) ISMAIL KOVACI
Associated Press Writer
ISTANBUL. Turkey t AP —
Loretta J. Dooley, an 18-year-
old American student arrested
here on drug charges, was
taken today from Istanbul's
Sagnialcilar prison to police
headquarters as the first step
in her numment release on
bail
"God, it's fantastic to be
free and wandering around."
she said in a brief interview as
she awaited the formal
release. It is reall fantastic
to be free on a Christmas
holiday."
An American consulate
spokesman said once the
official procedure at the police
headquarters was completed.
probably later today, Miss
Dooley, of Tracy. Calif., would
be "free and will make her
own decision as to where to
stay."
Miss Dooley's lawyer said
he would ask the court to
permit her to travel abroad
%%tole on bail. In a hearing
Tuesday. a Turkish judge
ordered Miss Dooley's release
on bad when her laws er
pleaded that it was "Christ-
mas dki . a ver important
da for Christians "
wasBait  set at $1,500 Ouch
was promptly paid this
morning. The next hearing
was scheduled for Feb.5.
She shouted "Hooray !" at
the judge's decision Tuesday
and her father, contacted in
America, exclaimed. "It's a
very merry Christmas."
Today. Miss Dooley said of
other inmates, "I feel so sorry
for the people I left behind.
You think that it really is
stupid when you meet so many
nice people who are holed up
for stupid things."
She said she learned how to
wash clothes, something she
had never done before, and
how to cook Turkish food.
-I've learned a lot about
people." she said.
Dick Higgins, U.S. vice-
consul in Istanbul, said today
the money has been paid and
we expect her release very
soon. We had an advance
sum of i money deposited
with us and our courier paid
the amount this morning."
Prison officials said Miss
Dooley, an exchange student,
may be set free either today
or late tomorrow."
This girl is only 18 and
came to Turkey as part of an
exchange student system
which requires high in-
telligence as a standard,"




therniore. today is Christmas
and it is an important day for
Christians throughout the
world."
The chief judge acceded to
the plea. When an interpreter















Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you




Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is im-
possible tell them when to
come and collect.
to Miss Dooley, who was
seated on a wooden bench
guarded by two soldiers with
submachine guns, she
shouted, "Hoora y ! " and
embraced friends and
American officials ̀ who at-
tended the hearing. Among
the well-wishers were Wesley
Hogle, a 58-year-old con-
tractor from Tracy who flew
19-hours nonstop to Istanbul
-to do something for a
friend," and- -earol Flores, :a
26-year-old industrial
photographer, who ac-
companied Hogle and cried
and cheered when the judge
ordered Miss Dooley freed on
bail.
Miss Dooley's father,
Vernon. when contacted in
Tracy, said he was sure his
daughter would be allowed to
leave Turkey. Turkish, legal
sources also said she may
benefit from a prisoner ex-
change treaty before the
Turkish Larliament.
Miss DooleSt, who arrived in
Turkey as part of an
American Field Service ex-
change program, was
arrested Aug. 1 with nine
grams of hashish in spiked
cigarettes. Narcotics police
seized her after receiving a tip
from the woman she was
living with that she would
attempt to mail the hashish in
an envelope.
She denied that she ever
tried to smuggle hashish but
said the spiked cigarettes
were "for my personal con-
sumption."
The prosecutor demanded a
10-year prison term for her on
grounds she. "attempted to
Officials Hope Armco Will Shed
image Of Rise, Fall Steelmaker
MIDDLETO \‘ N. Ohio AP
— Company officials hope that
1980 will be the year Armco
Inc. sheds the image of being
merely a steelmaker whose
fortunes rise and fall with the
national economy.
"For a long time now, we've
said that Armco is more than
a steel company." said Armco
Chairman William Verity at a
recent security analysts
presentation. "Lately, we've
been telling people that Armco
is stronger than steel. In 1980,
we hope to prove it.'
Although the Mid-
dletownbased company,
which operates a plant near
Ashland, Ky., plans to remain
a major producer of steel, it's
also 'emerging as a seller of
services and equipment to the
oil industry.
Armco's decision to shift its
asset mix is sparking interest
in the investment community.
said Dennis Furey, Armco's
manager of investor relations. •
"We're attracting a
following, in the Wall Street
vernacular not only from
steel analysts but also oil-
service analysts," Furey said.
George J. Gaspar, a
securities analyst with Robert
W. Baird & Co. of Milwaukee,
estimates that as it gets a
greater share of the coni-
pany's assets, oil field
equipment and services could
contribute close to 50 percent
of Armco's earnings by the
mid-1980s.
National Supply Co.,
acquired by Armco in 1958, is
- a leading producer of drilling
rigs used in oil and natural gas
exploration. It's also a leading
maker of seamless steel pipe
used to transport oil and gas.
In part, the new emphasis
on oil field equipment is a
result of U.S. dependence on
foreign oil. Although the
nation had no outward energy
problems in the late 1960s
when Armco first entered the
oil-service business, energy
exploration surged during the
1970s.
The new emphasis on oil
field equipment and services
also stems from problems in
the steelmaking business.
These problems have forced
Armco to put a greater share
of its assets into lines of
business where profits don't
fluctuate greatly with every
rise and fall of the nation's
economy.
Lines of business slated for
rapid growth include not only
oil field equipment and ser-
vices, but also raw material
production and financial
services.
Imported steel also has
taken a bigger bite of the U.S.
market. And rising energy
and pollution-control costs
have hurt steel profits.
In 1974, when the company
Guerilla Officers Mobbed




API —Thousands of jubilant,
chanting blacks surrounded
Salisbury airport today and
hordes of them tore down a
barbedwire topped fence and
mobbed the first group of
guerilla officers to fly home
under the Rhodesian cease-
fire accord.
They also smashed .the
windows of the bus carrying
the officers in a frenzy to
reach them with hugs and
kisses. The South African
Press Association reported
that 100,000 blacks surrounded
the air field. Police estimated
the throng atabout 15,000.
The 43-man contingent of
the Patriotic Front guerrilla
alliance flew in from Zambia
to begin leading thousands of
of their troops from bush
hideouts to cease-fire
assembly camps.
Police had closed the airport
to all but passengers and
reporters but black airport
workers cheered wildly as
Commander Mafela Masuku
led his camouflaged, sidea
carrying men off the plane
Thousands of blacks
surrounding the airport then
broke down the six-foot-hia





standing teen-agers today ,irn
more conservative than their
counterparts from the earl
1970s and, more often than not,
want to be doctors or lawyers
they grow up,
nationwide survey shows
Rand McNally & Co sur-
veyed 50,000 high
students included in W; to's
Who Among American lludi
School Students" for the I978-
1979 school year and fiptind
that only 8 percent said they
smoked marijuana and 8
percent favored liv4ig
together before marriage
In 1972, about 27 percent of
the "Who's Who" teen-agers
surveyed said the,!, smoked
marijuana, and in 1971, about
47 percent said they supported
cohabitation.
terminal, flooded in and
cheered the guerrillas.
They chanted "PF," "PF"
for Patriotic Front, and
"Pamberi Ne Chimerenga,"
which means "Onward the
Struggle!"
Scores of police rein-
forcements including the
Salisbury Special Weapons
and Tactics squad, were
rushed to the scene. Police
with dogs managed to force
most of the blacks outside the
airport perimeter but the...
crowd was expected to swell in
anticipation of the arrival of
the second guerrilla group
from Mozambique.
-I'm very happy to be home
even though I've been in and
out of the country a lot over
the years," said Masuku.
"All we want to do now is to
sit down and discuss this
whole thing and we will abide
by the settlement," he added,
referring to the London
agreement for a cease-fire in
the sevenyear-old guerrilla
war that has claimed more
than 21,000 lives.
The cease-fire is to go into
effect at midnight Friday,
setting the stage for elections
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serviceman
often?
Maybe its mesh) see the new
-and very reliable—A 8 Dick
990 plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the most
wanted- features of machines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make n' e 17"
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was known as Armco Steel
(jurp., it enjoyed the best year
iK its history, helped by big
profits in steelmaking.
But in 1975, Armco's ear-
nings fell 42.6 percent as
demand for steel plummeted.
In 1976, Armco decided that
investment in other lines of
'business should be increased.
When that decision was made,
steelmaking accounted for 73
percent of total assets. Toda .
steel making accounts for 63
percent of Armco's total
assets.
The company is not aban-
doning its role *as a
steelmaker, however'.
"Our strategic focus for




the common varieties of
steel," Furey said.
smuggle," a charge that
carries a heavier punishment
than possession for personal
use.
Miss Dooley already has
spent almost fiva,, months in
the women's section of 2,500-
capacity Sagmalcihir prison
complex on the outskirts of
Istanbul.
In past interviews, she
complained bitterly about
conditions in her living
quarters, and said she was
approached by lesbian in-
mates at one time. But prison
authorities said everything
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THE NEWS IN BRIEF
International
TEHRAN, kap 'Al —
Three American clergymen
were to meet with Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
today following the emotional
Christmas services they held
for the U.S. Embassy hostages
that raised questions as to
whether 43 or 50 are being
. detained.
The clergymen also met
with three other Americans
:held separately at the Foreign
Ministry since the embassy
was taken over 53 days ago —
Charge d'Affaires L. Bruce
Laingen, Michael L. Howland
and Victor L. Tomseth — and
reported they found them in
good health.
The Revs. William Sloane
Coffin, Thomas Gumbleton
and William Howard met for
five hours early Tuesday with
43 hostages at the embassy,
praying, singing carols and
talking about football. "There
were tears in their eyes, there
were tears in our eyes," Coffin
said.
ISTANBUL, Turkey AP) —
A court' in predominantly
Moslem Turkey gave an
unexpected Christmas present
to 18-year-old American
' Loretta J. Dooley, ordering
her freed on $1,500 bail pen-
ding her trial on drug charges.
,She shouTed "Hooray !" and
her father, contacted in
America, exclaimed, "It's a
very merry Christmas."
Miss Dooley is being held at
Sa gn lc i la r Prison. Her next
hearing was set for Feb. 5.
The Chilean Navy rescued
more than 100 persons from
the Swedish cruise shit)
Lindblad Explorer, which ran
aground in Antarctica while
filming a science fiction Movie
about the end of the world, and
a skeleton crew remained
aboard today waiting for
salvage tugs to pull the vessel
off a reef.
There continued to be
conflicting reports on the
exact number of people
aboard the Explorer when it
ran aground about noon
Monday, and how many were
evacuated.
National
Ski resort owners cheered
the snow that fell op California
mountains in what
meteorologists called one of
the West Coast's worst storms
in a decade. But some
homeowners glumly surveyed
the damage after as much as
62 inches of suow fell in three
days.
• 'It's been a humdinger."
said Tom Fort of Pla-vada.
near the ski resort area of
Soda Springs, who was still
without electricity Tuesday
night after more than 27
hours.
By late Tuesday. two men
had died and at least 35 per-
sons were missing at sea in the
fierce storm that moved in
from the Pacific early Sun-
day. smashing the West Coast
from San Francisco to Canada
with gale-force winds,
torrential rains and heavy
snows.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. ( AP) —
Police manned six firehalls
today to replace 125
firefighters suspended for
refusing to work overtime.
and the firefighters union said
members would refuse non-
emergency assignments to
escalate pressure for a new
contract.
Mayor Richard L. Berkley
summoned the City Council to
a special meeting to consider
the union's latest step as well
as the' city's response to the
union's refusal to abide by a
court order to end the job
action.
Former Hostage Says He Is
Working For Others' Release
COLUMBUS, Otto ( AP ) —
A former hostage of the
Iranians holding the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran said he
and others who were released
are negotiating with Iranian
officials' to free the remaining
captives.
In a copyright interview
published today in the
Columbus Citizen-Journal,
Lloyd Rollins would not
elaborate on his efforts. He
said only, "A number of us
tried to negotiate the release
of the others on the grounds
that they weren't doing
anything wrong."
Rollins, 40, of Alexandria,
Va., was in Columbus for
Christmas visiting his
brothers.
Rollins was freed Nov. 20.
when the Iranians released 13
hostages, all of them either
blacks or women. He is a 15-
year Foreign Service veteran
and was the spokesman for the
group immediately-after they
were released. At a news
'conference, Rollins had said
that the former hostages had
decided not to talk about their
experiences as captives
because they thought it would
endanger those remaining.
In the interview, however,
Rollins said he had been bound
in one manner or another the
entire time he was held
captive, When the embassy
was first taken, on Nov. 4. his
hands were tied behind his
back. Later, he said, the
students tied his hands in front
of him.
He said that despite the
assurances of Iranian of-
ficials. the hostages un-
derwent physcial and
emotional hardships.
He said they were fed three
time a day, but fresh fruits
and vegetables, which he
considered a necessity, were
not provided.
He described the captors as
emotional people whose ac-
tions were motivated by their
hatred for the shah.
He labeled as •'typical
exaggeration" the claims by
Jranian officials that bombs
and razor blades were found in
Christmas cards and
packages sent to the hostages
from the United States.
Rollins said the Iranians
were shrewd in allowing NBC
television to air a con-
troversial interview with
Marine Corp. William
Gallegos, one of the hostages.
Rqllins said he knows
amOor maw mem maw
1979 Z28
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Gallegos and "the students
knew he was impressionable
and scared.
"The Iranian students took
a liking to him. They could see
the fear in his eyes, and
although ,they tried to
alleviate it they took ad-
vantage of it."
He said during the television
interview Gallegos was "not
himself" and had lost weight
since Rollins had last seen
him.
Perhaps the most terrifying
aspect, of the captivity, Rollins
said, was the threatening
shouting from the crowd
outside the embassy.
It was horrifying to hear
that," he said. "Although by
now they've probably become
conditioned to it."
At one point, his captors
gagged him. Rollins said.
"I was upset at being held
and let them know it," he said.
told them they were
violating interrnational law. I
-got gagged because they were
nervous,"
The students later removed
the gag, after making him
promise to keep quiet, which




A Hardin youth has been
charged with first-degree
manslaughter in connection
with the shooting death of his
father, Lester W. Tubbs, 37,
Hardin.
Tubbs was shot Dec. 18
during agriunent with his
wife, Shirley, according to
Marshall County Sheriff Joe
Tom Haltom.
The youth, 16, currently is in
the custody of his mother and
his grandfather, Kenneth
Tubbs, the sheriff said.
641 South 753-2617 said. He gave no indication
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc. 
There will be a juvenile
hearing on the matter, Haltom
- that the case would be tried in
maw =Um muitow "am "am 14141w ma= district court.
The Marshall County
Sheriff's Office and the Hardin
Police Department have
leted their investigation
in the se, Haltom said.
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University Lady Racers will
play University of Tennessee
at Martin on Saturday, Jan. 5,
at 7 p.m. in the Murray State
Vniversity Arena
0
Doctor Develops Speciality To Make
Operations As Bloodless As Possible
By. ROBERT LOCKE
AP Science Writer
SANTA ANA, Calif. AP) —
For five years. Dr. Ron Lapin
has been developing a most
narrow medical specialty:
surgical operations planned to
be as bloodless as possible.
The majority of his patients
are Jehovah's Witnesses
whose faith forbids even life-
saving blood transfusions.
Lapin says he is not permitted
even an emergency blood
supply for patients "who say,
'I would rather die than have a
blood transfusion, which God
tells me is wrong."
Jehovah's Witnesses come
o surgeon Lapin from around

















































Bel Air Center Murray, Ky.
753-8304 9_9 Mon -Sat. 1-6 Sunday
$ 1 9 6
kinds. So, he said, develop-
ment of an artificial blood
substitute called Fluosol is
exciting news for them.
But Lapin, who his done two
transfusions with the ex-
perimental substance,
cautioned against over-
optimism until all the results
are in.
"I want to be very cautious
about this," he said in an
interview. "No one really
knows what this material will
do ( over the long term). We
are going to have to follow
these patients for a very long
time to know if we should be
using it at all."
But initial results, he said,
suggest the blood substitute
may buy enough time to save
patients who would otherwise
bleed to death. "I think we will
continue to use it under a very
limited, rigid approach."
The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration considers
Fluosol experimental and
permits its use only on






Fluosol was developed by
Green Cross Corp. of Japan,
where the. product has been
used experimentally on about











Therapeutics Corp. of South.
Pasadena, Calif., manufac-
tures it in the United States.
About five years of testing
will be needed to win FDA
marketing approval.
The blood substitute has
been used only three times in
the United States. The first
time was last month in Min-
nesota. Lapin said he sub-
sequently iised it on two
patients, one an elderly man
who died five days later.
He said an autopsy showed
Fluosol was not involved in the
death — "The Fluosol was
probably the only thing that
kept him alive five days."
I.apin, an Israeli•borE
American and not a Witness,
said all three transfusion
patients were Witnesses.
The religious prohibition
against blood transfusions is
emphatic and total. It is a
frequent cause of friction
between members and doc-
tors, for whom transfusions
are a major medical tool.
OVC Basketball
The Murray State
University men Racers will
play the team from Eastern
Kentucky on Jan. 12 in the
Murray State Arena beginning
at 7:30 p.m. The Lady Racers
will play the Eastern Ken-





























































































































with $10.00 order or more 5 lb. bag
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Prices Good Thurs., Dec. 27















































































Save 264 Gal. 6
Carpet Fresh



















Downtown Shopping .Center HOURS: 7.. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Se.
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The funeral for-James Boyd
Green of Benton Route 1 was
held Monday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Don Phelps and the Re.-C. C.
Brasher officiating.
Pallbearers were John Ed
Rose, Ronnie Lovett. Gary
Green, Kenny Green. Joe
McKendree, and Orval
McKendree. Burial was in the •
New Zion Cemetery.
Mr. Green, 62, died Sunday
at 5 a.m. at his home. He was a
retired employe of the Airco
Alloys Company. Calvert City,
and was a member of the New
Zion Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Mary Annie Green;
'three sons--Boyd Green,
Benton. Toy Green, Dexter.
and 'Joe Franklin Green,
Benton; - one sister. Mrs.
Lucille McKendree. Paducah:
three brothers-Dallas Green,
Benton, J. I.. Green, Kirksey,
and Loyd Green, Murray: six
grandchildren.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. Ky Al USDA —
Cattle 800: slaughter steers and heifers
1.50-2.50 higher; cows 2.00-2.50 higher.
other slaughter classes and feeders
poorly tested:
Slaughter steers choice 98p-1225 lb
70o&I6'9.10-71.40; mixed and choice 945-
1300 lb 67.75-69.50• good 64 0087.75. gan-
dard and low 
g94
965-1375 lb 60.25-64 00:
Slaughter ,heifers choice 850-1135 lb
67.50-69.80; mixed good and choice 795-
1080 lb 6.600-6.750; good 63.00-66.00.
Slaughter cows commercial 4850-
52.50. utility 50.00-55.75. cutter 4650-
51.00. canner and low cutter 4400-4650.
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1030-2175 lb 6090-
63.70; 890-1210 lb 53.50-58.00;
Slaughter calves and vealers good 25-
50 lb vealers 74.50-78.50; choice 360450
lb calves 66.00-76.00; feeder steers 300-
500 lb 78.50-83.50; 795 lb 72.00; mixed 375-
665 lb 65.00-73.00; heifers 312 lb 72.50 \
Hogs 1600; 800 feeder pigs; barrows
and gilts 50-75 higher: 1-2 200-240.1b 40.00-
40.70; 200-245 lb 39.50-10.00: 2-3245-36.0 lb
38.50-39.50; 260-280 lb 37.50-38.50: 305 lb
35.00; sows under 400 lb steady; over 400
lb 1.00 higher; 1-2 300-400 lb 30.00-31.20;
400-500 lb 32.00-33.50: 500400 lb 33.5-




Dead At Age Of 83;
Services Thursday
Edgar Armstrong of
Murray Route 4 died Tuesday
at 7 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County }Jovial. He
was 83 years of-age.
The Calloway man was
preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Nanny Armstrong, on
Nov. 9, 1966. Born Jan. 2. 1896,
in Calloway County. he was
the son of the late' John Erwin
Armstrong and Mae Gilbreath
Armstrong. He was a member
of the Salem Baptist Church.
Mr. Armstrong is survived
by. three daughters--Mrs.
Parvin Rath) Jones, Hazel
Route 1, Mrs. William Betty
Sue) Gentry, Murray,. and
Mrs. Onia Rea of Toledo;
three. sons-Billy Atmstrong,
Murray Route 2, Rex Arm-
strong, Michigan, and Johnny
Armstrong. Murray Route 4;
two sisters, Miss Vera
Armstrong and Mrs. Neva
Gargus, Murray; 13 grand-
children; three step grand-
children; 17 great grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
with the Rev. Billy Turner
officiating. Active pallbearers
will be Paul A. Lassiter, Glen
Clark, Darrell Clark, Danny
Adams, Buster Paschall, and
Jack Watkins.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where




Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Thursday, Dec. 27,
at 7 p.m. for thepurpose of
electing officers fbr 1980.
Larry Roberts, master of








Enunitt Willianis of Murray
ttoute 8 died today at 1:20 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 94
ears of age.
The deceased, a* retired
farmer, was a member of the
Goshen United Methodist
Church and served on the
Official Board of the church.
Born April 1. 1885, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late James Madiion Williams
and Rhoda Fleming Williams.
Mr. Williams is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Christine
Shelton Williams; one
daughter, Mrs. Charles
I Florence) Rains, 501 Vine
Street, Murray; one son
Ralph Williams, Murray
Route 8.
Also surviving are four
grandchildren-James Rains,
Poquoson, Va., Charles Rains,
Jr.. Grand Prairie. Texas,
Robert Rains and Mrs. J. P.
I Frances) Walker, both of







The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Goshen United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Julian
Warren officiating. Members
of the Official Board of the
Church will serve as honorary
pallbearers.
Burial will follow in the
Goshen Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after 5
p.m. today (Wednesday).
Early American colonists
had .an easy way of making
change. If they needed a
quarter, they simply broke
two bits off of a dollar coin,




Funeral services for Leo
Richard Macha were held
today at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
FuneKal Home with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating.
Pallbearers were Bob
Elkins, Steve Elkins, Keith
Phillips, Robert Hendon,
Eldon Heathcott, and Earl
Futrell. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Macha. 73, a resident of
Murray Route 1, Rob Mason
Road, died Saturday af-
ternoon at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was a retired employee of
Wilson Foods Company,. Iowa.
Born May 12, 1906, in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, he was the son
of the late Frank Macha and
Anna Soucek Macha.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bessie Zobac Macha,
Murray Route 1; two sons,
Donald Macha, Cody,
Wyoming, and Roger Macha,
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Chancey Zovodsky, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; three grand-
children-Ann, Karen, and
Lone Macha, Cody, Wyoming.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of • local interest at
noon, EST. today furnished to the Mur-
ray Ledger & Times by First of
Michigan Corp of Murra. are as
follows:
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 OF ITEMS MORE THAN 20% OFF
NATURAL POLYESTER I COTTONASSORTED POLYESTER
MUSLIN WHITE BROADCLOTHBATISTLE SHIRTING THREAD i
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Strong Earth Tremor Shakes Part
Of Scotland, Northwest England
EDINBURGH, Scotland
1AP — Chimneys toppled,
walls cracked and people
rushed from their homes early
today as a strong earth tremor
shook a 150-mile swath of
southern &cotland and nor-
thwest England.
Police reported no deaths or
injuries and said damage
appeared to be minor.
Nevertheless, the 30-second
quake which struck just
before 4 a.m.t 11 p.m., EST,
Tuesday caused momentary
panic in thousands of
households.
Graham Neilson of the
Institute of Geological
Sciences in Edinburgh said
the jolt was "pretty severe,"
one of Scotland's biggest for
years.
It was bad enough to
damage the institute's
seismographic recording
machine. "The machine had
to write so furiously, it ate
through the paper," said
Neilson.
Residents woke in fright to
the quake, accompanied by a
low rumbling noise.
•'We were all asleep when
the four of us in the house were
woken by the tremor. It really
rocked the house and we
rushed out. It was quite a





Jini Brown, said: "The
windows and wardrobes in my
home started to rattle. It
lasted about 10 seconds.
2( got up to check that
everything was all right and
there was another tremor, not
as intease, which only lasted
for a couple of seconds. You
could feel the house moving. It
was a bit unsettling."
George Eland, a guest at
Park House Hotel in Carlisle,
said: 'The whole building
shook and doors rattled. I
thought there might have been




















































The students of Southwest
Calloway Elementary School
presented the prOgram for-the
Parent-Teacher Club to an
audience, of parents, grand-
parents, and friends of the
school in excess of 700.
"The Happy Sounds of
Christmas" was performed by
all students in kindergarten
through grade six. Featured in
the program were solos, group
singing, instrumental solos„
instrumental groups, and
routines done with liunmi
salts, according to Margie
Shown, music teacher at the
school.
In the spring a program will
be given jointly by the
physical education depart-
ment and the music depart-
ment for the PTC meeting.
Shown in the top left photo
94s.
are Andy McLemore, Kathy
Stockton, Amy Wilkerson,
Mickey Futrell, and Jody
Gallimore, students. In the top
right photo are Marshall




infer Bland, Laura Green,
Amanda Hayes, and Tammy
Mahan, 'students. In the
bottom photo are Cindy Dunn,
Lisa Holsapple, Deborah
Hopkins, Leigh Ann Steely,
Rebecca Ogles. stdent
teacher, Doris Larson, Renee
Carroll, and Lee Ann
Lockhart.
Photos by Carter Studio'
Three Chemical Derailments In
Kentucky In News During 1979




Tenn., and Louisville seldom
derails. But when it does it
makes news.
There were three chemical
dispatch derailments in
Kentucky in 1979 — May 29 at
Water Valley in west Ken-
tucky, April 30 at Eastview in
central Kentucky, and May 28
at Shivley in the Louisville
area. At Water Valley and
Eastview chemicals were
spilled and people were
evacuated.
In October 1978, east of
Paducah at Claxtonah, the
chemical dispatch derailed in
what ICG officials called the
worst accident in 10 years on
the railroad's 9,600 miles of
track.
Sixteen cars containing
hazardous materials left the
tracks. Two derailediank cars
of vinyl chloride burned for.
days. The heat apparently
caused other cars to explode
and burn, and the fire
threatened a tank car' of liquid
chlorine.
At Water Valley, a rail
'woke as the train crept along
a siding, and two tank cars
overturned and began leaking
flammable methanol. The
leak was stopped quickly, but
30 people were evacuated for
14 hours.
At Eastview, people within a
two-mile radius were
evacuated when 13 cars
derailed and 11 turned over.
Eight gallons of flammable
liquid ethyl acrylate escaped.
None of the chemical
dispatch's recent accidents
,have led to death or injury, but
the train has amused fears.
Charles Blaud, spokesman
for Intercom Southwest, a
coalition in southwest Jef-
ferson County, says running
the chemical dispatch "is like
running a drag race through a
hildren's playground."
The chemical dispatch is a
special train run daily by ICG,
hauling chemicals in tank
cars, plus ordinary freight
from Memphis through west
Kentucky to Louisville.
Though 1CG's operations in
4 
#
Kentucky are limited to the
western half .of the state, ICG
had 16 accidents involving
hazardous materials in 1977 —
more than all other railroads
in the state combined.
Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Co. had 10. And since
1974, ICG has filed more
reports of hazardous
materials incidents in Ken-
tucky than IAN, according to
the Federal Railroad
Administration.
The 1.&N has had far more
total accidents in Kentucky
than the financially ailing
1CG, but L&N has three times
more track in the state.
1('G is spending almost $5
million to improve track in
Kentucky, and has reduced
the speed of the chemical
dispatch between Paducah
and Loui§Ville and limited the
number of cars on the train.
In the 275 miles between
Fulton and Louisville, the
train has to slow 90 times
because of track conditions,
almost always to 10 miles an
hour.
In Tennessee, the chemical
dispatch travels ICG's main
line between New Orleans and
Chicago. Federal inspectors
say that on that line, there
have been few derailments
and almost no accidents in-
volving hazardous materials.
The Paducah to Louisville
route is one of ICG's Secon-
dary lines.
William F. Black, director
of the hazardous-materials
division of the Federal
Railroad Administration in
Washington, D.C., said ICG is
right to run a special train for
chemical hauling.
"I'd rather run them
together and make that train
as safe as I can," Black said.
R.C. Watts, a hazardous-
materials specialist with the
Louisville Civil Defense office,
said ICG is average in safety
in its handling of hazardous
materials.
"Considering the amount
that is transported, actually,
their accident rate is fairly
low," he said. "However, any
accident with these materials
is unacceptable . .If they're




superintendent, said there are
so few chemical trains it is not
practical to have specially
trained crews for them.
Bossard -said he made a
presentation on hazardous
materials in Paducah last
summer, and before that in
Henderson.
But he said it makes little
uifference to let communities
know what hazardous
materials pass through their
areas, unless an accident
happens like the one in which
a derailment and explosion on
L&N tracks near Waverly,
Tenn., killed 15 people in 1978.
"It seems like communities
tend to ignore hazardous
materials until something like
Waverly happens. Then I'm
the most popular show in
town," he said.
Pity The Poor Box At
Each Christmas Season
CINCINNATI tAP) — Pity
the poor box.
Wrapised in fancy paper to
cover its often drab exterior, it
is quickly ripped open and
often discarded in favor of its
contents.
But imagine how difficult it
would have been to wrap
Christmas presents without it.
About the, only people who
seem to wax rhapsodic about
boxes are the people who
make them. For them, the $17
billion-a-year business
produces a thing of beauty
that should be exalted, not
compressed.
Robert Schaeffer, deputy
director of the National Paper
Box and Packaging
Association in New Jersey,
calls the two-piece, already
assembled, rigid paper box
which members of his
organization manufacture "*
-prestige package form."
Boxes have a glamorous
history, he said.
"The box originated back
during the Roman era," he
said. "Back in medieval days
when various festival were
held to honor g s, people
started exchanging gifts.
, "Wood from the baxus tree,
which we know as the box-
wood, was used to make gift
containers."
The box association, which
was founded in 1818,
recognizes the box's colorful
past and tries to insure its
future by encouraging high
school and college students to
pursue the field of package
design.




for the Fibre Box Association
in Chicago, is quick to correct
common slurs against the box.
"There is no such thing as
the cardboard box," he said. '
"Cardboard box is a
misnomer. We use corrugated
board. Cardboard is
something playing cards are _
made out of."
Corrugated board is really
three layers of paper, points
out Tony Korbar, sales
manager for Olink-raft, a
Cincinnati company that
makes many of the boxes for
companies such as Kenner
Products.
Despite the kind words from
supporters of the container, -
trash cans will be filled today
with Christmas boxes destined
for landfills.
But not all boxes will suffer
such a fate. Some will be
saved for future gift-giving.
And boxes sometimes get
unexpected attention. Brenda
Brown remembers well her
son's appreciation of cartons.
John Brcvm, now 10, g01
many presents for his first
Christmas, including eye-
catchers like Wagons and
blocks.
He was unimpressed.
"He just took all the stufL
out and crawled in the boxes."
Mrs. Brown said.
Boy Considered Clinically Dead
Now Eager To Leave Hospital
CHIPPEWA FALLS, Wis.
API — Eleven-year-old
Darven Miller was considered
clinically dead two weeks ago,
after he fell through the ice on
Duncan Creek and spent more
than 15 minutes under water‘
Now he's eager to leave the
hospital for good.
He left the hospital on a pass
about noon Tuesday to go
home for a Christmas visit
with his mother, Darien(
Minto, stepfather Donald
Minto and the rest of the
family.
"He liked being home a lot,"
his 10-year-old sister, Delores,
said Tuesday night. Darven's
gifts, she said, included a
shirt, a racetrack game, socks
and anew outfit.
By 8:20 p.m., he was back at
the hospital._
"Re... was aaing—when he
came back how much longer
he'd have . to stay," said
Cheryl Stephenson, a nurse in
the pediatrics department at
St. Joseph Hospital. "Some of
the clothes he was wearing
were Christmas gifts, but he
left his other things, the toys,
at home."
When taken to the hospital
Dec. 13, Darven's breathing
had stopped, his pupils had
dilated._His body temperature
dropped to 82 degrees.
Doctors later said they had
wondered how far the efforts
to revive him should go.
"Our concern was, is he
going to sustain himself and
become an independent
human being again?" said Dr.
Bruno Rahn, the physician in
charge. -When he came in, he




hospital, was on duty when
'Darven arrived.
-He had been underwater
anywhere from 17 to 30
minutes. He was not
breathing. There was very
little heart activity," Mrs.
Britton recalled.
He had received mouth-to-
mouth resuscitation and heart
massage in the ambulance. At
the hospital, doctors wrapped
the boy in a heating device
that circulated 105-degree
water around his body. His
temperature started to climb.
Using a breathing ap-
paratus, adrenalin injections
and electric shofks, doctors
established an erratic heart
beat. Then the boy's car-
diopulmonary system started
to work.
Rahn said reasons behind
the resuscitation of cold-water
drowning victims such as
Darven are not fully un-
derstood, although one factor
is hypothermia, when the
colder body temperature
causes the rate of metabolism
and vital functions to slow
down.
Less oxygen then is required
for the brain, and the boki
also can cut off blood supplie
to extremities while main-
taining the flow to the brain
Until all the oxygen in the
blood is exhausted, the bran
may remain alive even thougr
the lungs have become hilts
with water.
Tuesday, Ramona Britton.
the hospital's patient cart
coordinator, said Darven ww.
"doing real well."
"Really, the only reason
he's hospitalized is for
physiotherapy for nerve
damage to his hands," Mrs.
Britton said, and doctors feel
the nerve damage will
respond to the treatment.
Contributions Near $10,000
The latest tally for the WK-
MS-FM Friendship Festival to
support the fine arts public
radio station at Murray State
University is $9,387.
Contributions for the five-
day fund raiser in November
have been coming in steadily
since the last day .of the
campaign, according to Bruce
Smith, station manager.
At the close of the fund-
raising effort, the total was
$8,546. The goal of $10,000 has
not been met yet, Smith noted,
but has come much closer.
"Only $813 away, we are
very pleased with the results
of the campaign," he added.
"The staff worked very hard
to reach our largest goal
ever."
During the festival, almost
500 people contributed and
more than 200 of them were
new friends to WICKS. The




The money is used to buy
quality programming, records
and equipment, Smith said.
Before the station started fund
raising two years ago, there
was no programming budget.
Since then the station has been
able to increase its record
library and improve the
selection of programs.
WKMS-FM will boost its
power from 13,000 to 100,000
watts in the spring. When
expansion is completed, twice
as many people in West
Kentucky, West Tennessee,
Southern Illinois, and
Southeast Missouri will be
-able to hear the station.
Located at 91.3 on the FM
dial, WKMS broadcasts a
diverse schedule of fine arts
and information program-
ming, including classical,
jazz, and bluegrass music, as
well as drama, children's
programs, book readings and
in-depth news and public
affairs. The station is licensed
to the Murray State Univer-
sity Board of Regents.
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Velvet Sofas REDUCED $300"
Hide-A-Beds REDUCED $30000
Two Piece Suites REDUCED $400"
Stratolounger
Close-Up Recliners REDUCED$1 0000
Rocker-Recliners REDUCED$1 1000





South 3rd & Maple Downtown Murray
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LIST $200 00 
MODEL SL-235 DEMO
LIST $180 00 
MODEL SL-B2 DEMO


















FIRST COME- FIRST SERVED!
THIS IS THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME!








































WATCH FOR TED FINK'S
IN-STORE SPECIALS




SORRY, BUT OUR PRICES
ARE SO LOW THAT WE
CANNOT LAYAWAY THIS
SALE MERCHANDISE.
2931 LONE OAK ROAD
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GAME WINNERS at the bingo party held for Senior Citizens by the pledges of Sigma Chifraternity at Murray State University at the Ellis Community Center were, left to right,front row, Stella Wilkinson, Pearline Gordon, Hazel Locke, Hazel Ahart, Treva Washer, and
Madie Vaughn. Pledges pictured, back row, were Rick Lafferty, Dean Cherry, Brian
Dolock, and David Slaughter.
No Sign Of Life After Raft
Of Ore Carrier is Spotted
PRINCE RUPERT, British
Columbia I AI' -- Searchers
spotted a life raft but saw no
sign of the 36 crew members of
the 741-foot Lee Wang Zin
after the ore carrier was
discovered floating upside
down in the stormy, cold
waters off this northern port,
officials said
The search began Tuesday
For the Taiwanese crew of the
vessel, loaded with iron ore for
Japan, when authorities here
received a weak and garbled
radio distress signal. The ship,
its Mill torn, was found in the
debris-strewn waters of Dixon
Entrance.
The search for survivors
was suspended when winds
rose to 45-60 miles per hour,
pushing waves up to 20 feet,
said it, Cmdr. Dick Pepper of
the Rescue Coordination
Center in Victoria.
At Prince Rupert. tugboats
and Canadian Coast Guard
cutters waited in port ,for
daylight and a break in the
weather to resume their
search for survivors, Pepper
said.
Dixon Entrance, known for
its frequent storms, lies
between Prince of Wales
Island in Alaska and the
Queen Charlotte Islands of
British Columbia.
The accident was one of
three off North American
waters. And off the coast of
Antarctica, dozens of
passengers of the Swedish
cruise ship Lindblad Explorer
were rescued by the Chilean
navy after the ship went
aground.
Pepper said a radio distress
message was received at 9:25
a.m. from the Lee Wang Zin,.
owned by Japanese interests
and registered in Panama.
." The niayday consisted of the
same message repeated three.
times "SOS. SOS. Three
Echo Sierra Sierra the ship's
call sign i," said Lt. Tom A.
Nies of the U.S. Coast Guard
in Juneau, Alaska. "That's all
they were able to Make out."
A el.S. Coast Guard
helicopter spotted the vessel
and a life raft about 23 miles
north of Rose Spit in the Queen
Charlotte Islands.
Crew members reported
seeing "debris ... widely
scattered by the weather"
around the vessel and a life
raft, but no bodies, Nies said.
He said the crew reported
"a crack or gash in the
starboard side (of the hull)
about 6 to 10 feet long" and "a
similar gash or crack in the
port side."
Nies said there was no in-





early today after taking on
water and listing 20 degrees,
the Coast Guard said.
The 268-foot freighter
Eagles Cliff began to heel over
and called for help during a
run from Mexico to Houston,
U. John Byrd said. The Coast
Guard dropped pumps to the
stricken vessel, and the cutter
Point Monroe was dispatched
to escort it to safe anchorage.
Officials Were not sure
immediately what had gone
wrong.
And in Milwaukee's Lake
Michigan harbor, the E.M.
Ford, a 428-foot freighter
carrying 7,000 tons of 'dry
cement, was partially sub-
merged after strong winds
broke the vessel from its
moorings and battered it
against a dock.
Five crewmen . keeping
watch aboard the freighter,
which was to have been
unloaded later in the week at a
cement company terminal,
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LOVELY PRINTS, TWIN SIZE 346
Pretty prints to Poly Cotto,-
blend no-iron fabric. FLAT OsFITTED
FULL SIZE FLAT OR FITTED ,,,,,,, 4.46
MATCHING PILLOWCASES, PR 3  56
318FLAT OR
• EITTE0
FULL SIZE FLAT OR FITTED 4  38
MATCHING PILLOWCASES PR 3 48




SOLID COLORS, TWIN SIZE
Beautiful solid colors in
decorator tones. No-iron.
FULL FLAT OR FITTED 3 47
MATCHING CA_S;S, Pt 237
MATTRESS COVERS IN 2 STYLES
NON-ALLEROONC Mal FITTED MUSLNI
Per ntochem treated Vinyl.
Odiar.frsie Mildew proof
SAVE NOW ON 133




Dacron Polyester fiber fill.
Machine wash, no-iron.





Quilted top with Polyeste/
fiber fill. Non-allergenic
I 'Machine wash. No-iron




Fruit of the Loom. Sanfor-
ised Cotton. Zip closure.
rwiti A88 FUEL c22








YOUR CHOICE! 5"-6".7"-11" SCISSORS
99C Straight blades onlyEA E,repfionol value
DELTA FACIAL TISSUE




4 Rolls to pkg
77c
st1
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Olympe5 Plus Opel 930 10 IWO My 1-5 %by
Sigma Chi Pledges Give
Bingo Party For Senior
Citizens At Ellis Center
The pledges of Sigma .1
Fraternity at Murray Si.:
University recently gavc a
bingo party for the Senior
Citizens at the Ellis, Cf.m-
inunity Ceper.
Treva 'Washer was. the
grand prize winner. Other
winners were Madie Vau0 ri,
Hazel_ Ahart, Hazel Locke,
Pearline Gordon, and Steha
Wilkinson.
Fraternity pledges (
ducting the party were hill
Wilson. Jim Kelso. Brian
Berhow, Steve Helfrich, Terry
HenderSon, Greg Cohoon,
David Slaughter, Brian
Dolock, Dean Cherry, and
Rick Lafferty.
Hildred Sharp entertained
the group with her latest
poem, "Money Doesn't Go
Far."
Other senior citizens at-
tending the day's activities




W. 0. Vaughn, Neva Riggins,
Alma Cooper, Minnie Bell
Shrader, Wary Pierce, Ellis
Jones, Edna McReynolds,
Charlie Marr, Mary A. Perry,
Thelma Bagwell, Novie Hale,
Dixie Workman, Maggie
Paschall, Wallace Dowdy,
Carl Miller, and Seth Cooper.
Businesses donating the
prizes were The Peoples
Bank, Bank of Murray, Begley.
Drug, Uncle Lee's Sporting
Store, and Big Mac's Discount
Center.
Registration
Late registration for spring
semester classes at Murray
State University will be held
all day, Jan. 11, in the Student
Center on the campus.
ELECTED AS OFFICERS of the Murray Chapter of the Distributive Edui a Lomat Clubs ofAmerica for this school year are Sharon Boggess, president; Cindy Hutson, vice president;Cindy Gibson, secretary; Debbie Ferguson, reporter; Shelia Lilly, historian; Susan Ander-son, parliamentarian; Val Hendon, treasurer. The elected members meet once a month toplan activities for the club.
SALE ENDS JANUARY 1st. 1980
BEGLEY'SDRUG STORES 
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MOUTHWASH & GA ,LE
KILLS GERMS '
































































NOW GET 2 FULL COLOR
BORDERLESS PRINTS INSTEAD OF ONE.
NOW YOU CAN SHARE THOSE HOLIDAY
PHOTOGRAPHS WITH FRIENDS OR RELATIVES
S EASY AND SO INEXPENSIVE
12 EXP. 20 EXP. 24 EXP. 36 EXP.
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,k born Admissions
Baby Boy Judy 1.
It s 1.ith. 'Murray . Turner.
liabe Boy , Brenda 1. let 8 Bs
160. Holton., Craig. Baby bo
I i‘qii llit 508 Blair. Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Carol A. (UIll nid liab)
Girl. tit 7, Benton. Renee I)
Ballard. 1-16. Southsole Manor.
111/1 1'0 AIrs Linda G
Hay Tit's. 529 E. Washington.
Paris. Tenn.. Jimmy C
Edwards. Rt. 1. Dexter, Mrs
Kathy .1. Smith. 413 Cherry .
Murray , Mrs. Brenda S
Willace. Rt. 1. Ha/el. Wallace
L. Litchfield. Rt. 1 Bx. 52,
1)exter. !efts. .Jeanette
Williams. Rt. 7 Bs. 724.
Murray . Mrs. Beverly M. I x.
It\ 24. New Concord, Mrs
Tinniny I.. Sumner, Rt. 3 Bx
96. ,Murray, Mrs. Barbra I.
Strode, Rt. 3* Bx. 293K.
Murray, -Mrs. Gail C. Dunn,
Rt. 2. Hazel. Mrs. Imogene
Paliver, Rt. 1 Bx. 162,
Kirksey. Mrs. Sue C. Lamb.
Rt. 2. ,Hazel. Mrs. Barbara J
he ars. 722 McCampbell.
Paris, Tenn.. Mrs. Mary .1.
f tweins. 115 Cook. Paris.
Tenn., Mrs. Mary Ann
seavers.` Rt. 1 Bx. 132,
Murray, Mrs. Sybil W. Jones.
1:106 Poplar, Murray, Mrs.
Maude E. 1A'hitis, 518 S. 13th.
Murray, William R. Whitis.
518 S. 13th. Murray, Roy H
Helm, Rt. 6 Bx. 292, Murray.
Mrs. Neva 0. Manning, Rt. 3.
•Benton, Fred C. Enoch







Moore. Baby Girl i Lexiel.
Route 3. Murray:
Dismissals
Mrs. Debra J. Baehler, 1213
Ivy, Hickman, Mrs. Lillian A.
Dunn. 629 South 4th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Ramell M.
Hudgins. Rt. 3, Box 341. Paris,
Tenn., Mrs.. Dawn M.
Edminson, 305 Cedar, Fulton,
Mrs. Judy C. McLeod. Rt. I,
Dexter, Mrs. Janice C
. Parker, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn..
Joe A. Porter, 507 Beale St..
_Murray, Ann Lonette Dun-
ning, G-8, Murray Manor,
Murray, Katrina L. Perrin,
Box 87, Dexter, Mrs. Shirley J.
Denham, Bel-Air Shopping
Center, Murray, Mary B.
East, Elizabeth Hall, MSU,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Jane
Collins, Rt. 1, Hardin, Diana J.
Wolfe, Rt. 3, Box 378, Murray,
Brian A. Pace, Rt. 8, Circle
Dr., Benton, Mrs. Rhonda G.
Tracy, Rt. 1, Box 242-A,
Farmington. Pamela Jo
Anderson, 105 South 12th
Embassy, 4-B, Murray, Mrs.
Judith F. Brumley, 8-00, Fox
Meadows Tr. Ct., Murray,
Bonnie K. Armstrong, Rt. 2,
Box . 160, Murray, Mrs.
Virginia H. Johnson, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Techie T.
McDermott, Rt. 5. Benton,
Elvie Hale, 415 South 10th St.,
Murray, Mrs. !Addle P.
Evans, 413 Mayfield Rd.,
Clinton, Mrs. Myrtie
Wilkerson. Rt. 1. Farmington,
-Johnny D. Downs, Rt. 5, Box
235, Murray. Mrs. Maggie W.




Mrs. Brenda C. Turner aid
Baby 'Boy, Rt. 8. flax 169,
Benton., Mrs. Lexie K. Moore
and Baby Girl, Rt. 3. Box 1027,
Murray. Mrs. Dorin3 I). Craig
and Baby, Boy, 508 Blair Si.,
Murray. Mrs. Judy C. Wright
and fiat; BC,y. 316 South 13th
St.. Murray, Autrey Hale
Mathis, Rt. 3. Box 209,
MUrray, Mickey L. But-
terworth. Rt. 1. Box 171-A,
Murray. Mrs. Cindy C.
Hargrove, Rt. 3, Box 238.
Cadiz, Leslie H. French. Rt 5,
Paris, Tenn., Hayden 0. Ri;k-
man, 1002 Walnut, Murray,
Mrs. Debra G. Scott, Rt. 5,
Box 690, .Murray, Mrs. Janet
L. Robinson. 1001 South 16th
St.. Murray, Mrs. Madie Opal
Taylor, 735 Riley Court,
Murray, Cecil I,. Davis, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Tenn., Edmond
Benton Blunt, 205 Byrd. Paris,
Tenn.. Mr. Verna N. Davis.
514 Varmintrace, Princeton,
Hugh Earns (expired), 13-9
Fox Meadows. Murray, Mrs.





team will be in Cookeville,
Tennessee for an OVC game
with the men's team from
Tennessee Tech on Jan. 7.
Tipoff time for the game will
be 7:30 p.m. The Lady Racers
of Murray State will be in
Terre Haute, Ind., for a game



























MORE FOOD FOR LESS
GROCERY SAVINGS FOR YOU
\\\
Save 25% EAg 320z.
COCA COLA
Savo 17% Hyde Park
BROWNIE MIX






32 01 Bottles Plus Deposit











Save 7' Arosen Currs4
TREET













Save 14 % Rosedale Green Beans Or
k4millguri
I.






















S. 19' 1606 Per3 KrIelde
POTATOES
us* 9 *soh 01414
ORANGE JUICE
Son 21% Moyle brew Or hiitil
DILL PICKLES













-sNiSave 17 % sS--ALTiA;Es
- --1 Merit
sive 41% Hyde Park
BLACKEYE
PEAS




Hof Ot With Beans
CHILI








Ion 11s Prtkis Fent 149 01
SOUR CREAM ea
,111111111111111111=111 1111111111111=11111111111111/1111111111111111111111061111MN wom anal" gleam um InimmusBig John Bakery Treats Are
BAKED FRESH 4'
DAILY
An Extra Touch For The Holidays












FOOD CAKE $1 3 9Each •-dr4v-
RYE g ot 39 d FRITTERS 6For9r








Ion 10' MA'S' Farm
EGG HOC ow, 994
Say 9% Knr1/1
BUrTERMINTS 01 59'
We 17 s Wight wettion
FRUIT SNACKS so, 29'
\e-11:3










Sox 14t 14 Jay
ICE CREAM
San 9 % ayf them
PIZZA MIX




1501 to 99 t
is Le S. $499
49 Or Ow
139
BIG JOHN'S DEU HAS EVERYTHING /OU NEED FOR A
QUICK LUNCH, A TASTY SNACK, OR AN INSTANT PARTY!!
_
ey Mot'. 9 Nee
CHICKEN DINNER ink 199











We Prepare hrty TM, To Worn


























MONEY AT BIG JO!




























olejestea Bett Sliced Into






























5 LB. Beg 89c
Recipes On894 I Sun Choke Each Package 1 LB Package 79c
2740
Now Years Day
This Ad Good Dee.26 Thro AIL I






north Irmo Add Froth
TONTOES
Sided S. Soo 15%
I A Trot I
California Grown






A New Year's Favorite
„ 0, pac,,age 79c
Frieda Of California
Shallots
Recipes On Each Package
3 Or Package 79c
99c



















Free Rip iset Or
NECK BONES









U.S. No. 1 Ors. Sow 20%
10.,1. 59
Fresh





si" SU n 14 Creel
TOOTHPASTE $1097 Oz.
BIG JOHN DISCOUNT HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS!
'I" Sin Save 35 s 11.6k --E13M=1/
COUGH SYRUP so,.$169 AM SELTZER 86.194
tte
'2" eke Use Ms Female 440
We will be getting more appliances. You must come by the store. LeaveNoTichE tapes. Place Order with name and address. We will call you when theappliances come in. Thank You For The Good Response
'2" Sze Sive 34 Went
FOAMY
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Robert Frank Ha s III. Rt
3, Box 1106, Murr , Mrs.
Rebecca Ann Futrell, No. 52
Shady Oaks Tr. Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Joyce F. Rogers, 0-4 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs. Betty
.1. Taylor. P.O. Box 146. Paris,
Tenn., Debbie K. Bolls, 1533
lAindon Dr., Murray, Mrs. Ora
Lee Farris, 1610 Dodson.
Murray, Mrs. Sharon K.
Townsend, 802 Sharpe,
Murray. Mrs. Ida B.
Hargraves, Rt. 2, Hazel. Alan
L. Seitel, 809 Broad St.,
Murray, Mrs. Adell B.
Ballard. 1103 A East Wood,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Anna M.
Ragsdale, Rt. 3, *Box 200,
Murray, Robert C. Sellers, Rt.
1, Box 119-A, Buchanan.
Tenn., Teresa A. French, 91
Riviera Ct., Murray, George
A. Milani, Rt. 2, Buchanan.
Tenn., Mrs. Frieda N. Cox, Rt.
7, Box 316, Murray, Mrs.
Loretta Kalberer, Shady Oaks
Tr. Ct. No. 63, Murray, Mrs.
Barbara U. King, Rt. 3, Union
Grove Rd., McKenzie, Tenn.,
William M. Boyd, 1711
Magnolia Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Ola Mae Adams, Rt. 1, Box
266, Murray, Dorsey Rice
Futrell, Rt. 8, Box 30, Murray,
Solen C. Morgan, A-15 .Fox
Meadows Tr. Ct., Murray,
Mrs. I.issie B. Travis, 519
Brookside, Mayfield, Mrs.
Lala Harris, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Nannie F. Wherry, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mxs. Sue J. Mohundro,
Rt. 8, Box 300, Murray,
Willard H. Davis, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Walter Wilson. Rt.
5, Murray, Jim Lewis
Donelson, Rt. 6, Box 301,
Murray, Mrs. Lillian Irene





Phillips, Baby Boy ( Tena 1,
Rt. 3, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Shookoh Ahrabi and
Baby Girl, 703 Collet Ct.,
Murray, Kathey J. McCor-
mick, Rt. 4, Princeton,
Kathleen U. Higginbotham,
1203 Kirkwood, Murray,
James A. Workman, Rt. 1 Bx.
315, Sedalia, Katrina U.
Perrin, Bx. 87, Dexter, Mrs.
Linda A. Mayo, C6, Southside
Manor, Murray, Jerry F.
Chadwick, Rt. 6, Murray:
Floyd A. Larkin, Rt. 6 Bx. 300,
Cadiz, John D. Warren
(Expired), Rt. 4 Bx. 160,
Murray, Mrs. Anna F. Dill







Mickie ), Rt. 5 Bx. 155,
Renton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patty J. Campbell and
Baby Boy, Rt. 8 Bx. 620.
Murray, Mrs. Bobbie J.
Nance, P. 0. Bx. 25, Cottage
Grove, Term., Dawn A.
Roesch, Rt. 2, Bx. 290,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy L. Riley,
Rt. 3, Benton, Deborah J.
Paschall, fix. 223, Puryear,
Tenn.. Mrs. Imogene Griggs,
1334 Washington. Camden,
Tenn„ Mrs. Lillian A. Dunn,
629 S. 4th, Murray, 0. T.
Paschall, 410 Sycamore,
Murray. Freed R. Cothani,
1500 Story, Murray. John T.
Taylor, Rt. 4, Bx. 165. Murray,
Buren Poyner, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Sadie 1.. Shomaker. 1611
College .Farin Rd. Murray.
Mrs. Odelia D. Imes, Bx. L
Alma. Valdy _M. Rowlett
(expired), New Concord.-frirs





Helen A. Vaughn, 205 7th,
Mayfield, Elizabeth K. Brock,
way, 1508 Oxford, Murray,
Mrs. Anne T. Wood, 2006
Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Martha Jane Brandon, 722
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Janet M. Underhill, Rt. 8 Bx.
492, Murray, Teresa L. Jones,
Rt. 8 Bx. 285, Murray, Jerry
N. Darnall, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Carol J. Hedges, C4, Southside
Manor, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
1. Ramsey, Rt. 8, Murray,
Mrs. Carol D. Crass, 1604
Catalina, Murray, James
Carter, 1128 S. 9th, Mayfield,
Regina L Bean, Rt. 5 Bx. 395,
Murray. Mrs. Alice Faye
Harris, 326 Head, Paris,
Tenn., Mike D. Thomas, Rt. 6
Bx. 101, Murray, 011ie J. Hale,
1406 Sycamore, Murray, Vats
D. Sullens, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.-
Callie J. Warnick, Rt. 1 BX,
100, Calvert City. •
"0+
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vitamins are used over and
over as a catalyst; semewhat
like the battery in your car
being used over and-over to
start your car and being
recharged when the car is
running
Alfalfa tablets are com-
monly used by some lalth
enthusiasts but they ially
don't have any unique m ici-
nal qualities And they won't
help your sex life
I suspect your satisfactory.
sex life through all these
years is related to your gener-
al good health and nutrition
rather than any pills you have
taken If a person is on a defi-
cient diet or has vitamin and
mineral deficiencies which
affect the normal health, that
can decrease a person's sexu-
al capacity In that instance,
providing the normal essen-
:ial vitamins and minerals
may restore the sexual func-
tions and interest just as the
other normal functions of the
body are restored.
You shouldn't be too
surprised that your sexual
capacity is waning. About half
of American men become
impotent at about age 75.
some quite a bit sooner than
that. Of course, that means
that half of them also remain
active at age 75 and some
well beyond that age.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 3-12.
Impotence, to give you a gen-
eral discussion of the prob-
lem. Other readers who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped. self-
addressed envelope for it.
Send your -request to me, in
care of this newspaper. P.O.
Box 1551. Radio City Station,
New York. NY 10019.
Impotence is just a symp-
tom and it's a much more
common symptom than most
men like to admit. It can be
caused from anything from
psychological problems. poor
circulation, or damage to
vital nerve fibers as can occur
in diabetes or following cer-
tain surgical procedures
Decrease in the .levelof male
hormones is seldom a signifi-
cant factor.
Horse Show
The winter horse show
sponsored by the New
Providence Riding Club will
be held on Saturday. Jan. 5, at
4 p.m, in the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and
Exposition Center at Murray
State University. Admission
for the horse show will be $1











Alfalfa tablets for sex life
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - I read
your column about alfalfa
tablets and you said they
weren't of any benefit I'm 72
years old and in good health
so far I haven't been to a doc-
tor in five or six years and
was in good health the last
time I went
Doctor there are two things
I want to know I've been tak-
ing vitamins as well as alfal-
fa Are all vitamins useless or
me an answer
DEAR READER We all
need vitamins Without them,
a person can develop a num-
ber of deficiency diseases
The point is we should get an
adequate amount 14 vitamins
and minerals by eating a well-
balanced diet An adequate
amount ..ach of the four
basic food groups and a varie-
ty of foods it' each group
assure you of the necessary
are there some good ones' If vitamins
you have a booklet on the • People who don't vat prop-
good ones please send me erly or who have medical
one I'm easy to be aroused Problems that interfere with a
sexually but lately it lasts just normal diet need vitamin
a few minutes and It deflates
What is the cause of this" Can
It be my age' Can medical
treatment help" All the time I
thought the mixture of vita-
mins that I was taking had
something to do with my long
healthy se' life Please give
supplements Vt.amins help
you break down the food you
eat. stif t'ally the proteins.
carboltOiltes and fats While
vitamins don't prove ener-
gy. they're necessary to
-telease the energy from your
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CROTTA BY HIS HEELS,-




What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
; Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 1.41
A philosophic viewpoint
enables you to overcome
delays. Stress logic and
common sense in dealings.
Pay attention at work.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 201 b‘iii?
You're in the mood to extend
your holiday, but it behooves




•; May 21 to June 201 1144
There's a chance you can
improve a romantic
relationship, but watch a
tendency to play the field or in
some way to complicate life.
CANCER
; June 21 to July 221 00
Paying attention to im-
mediate duties paves the way
to success. Don't get
sidetracked by new busincts
proposals or promises.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 221
Duties at home base may
conflict with a desire to travel.
If you can't get away, a short
note or phone call will enhance
your status.
VIRGO
'Aug. 23 to Sept. 22i
Your overall plan for home
improvements is good, but
there may be complications re
financing. Don't be in a rush to
make things happen.
LIBRA 
t"-1(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 .-4o
A close ally may be keeping
something private: Now's a
good time for a talk. Show
others your willingness to
cooperate. Be rational.
SCORPIO
;Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 nli AtiC
The financial picture looks
promising, but there may be




Nov. 22 to Dec. 21i
Be straightforward in
romantic dealings. Beating
around the bush will arouse
others' doubts. A friend is
quite perceptive.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V
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member will do much to
prevent future misun-
derstandings. Be resourceful
rt.. a career matter.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A friend seems to be the only
one who understands your
viewpoint. Those who are
unsyrnpathethic are liable to
show their colors now.
PISCES
'Feb. 19 to Mar. 20i
There may be some concern
about finances, but higher-ups
are receptive to your ideas.
Information about an in-
vestment plan is reliable.
YOU BORN TODAY have
executive qualities and can
succeed in business, though
)(al are more inclined to an
artistic or professional career.
Law, medicine, science.
teaching, and brokerage are
some of the the fields in which
you'll find happiness. An in-
terest in public affairs may
attract you to politics, though
you often choose a creative
medium through which to
express your ideas. You can
write and also are attracted to
acting. Your flair for self-
expression is an asset in
whatever work you choose.






By The Associated Press
Traffic accidents over the
four-day Christmas weekend
clainied 642 lives, con-
siderably more than advance
estimates by the National
Safety Council but short of any
record for the holiday.
The council had estimated
that 450 to 550 persons would
be killed between 6 p.m.
Friday and midnight Tuesday.
During a non'-holiday,
fourday period at this time of
the year, council statisticians
figure that 510 traffic deaths
could be expected.
For much of the nation, it
was a soggy Christmas. Fog,
rain or thunderstorms slicked
highways from coast to coast
during the extended weekend.'
And the worst Pacific storm in
four years swept the Far West
with wind, rain and snow on
Christmas Eve.
Last Christmas. a three-da
observance, there were 45-1
deaths. The worst four-da
Christmas weekend was ii
1956 when 706 persons wert
killed. However, the most
Christmas ' weekend traffit
fatalities was 720 during a
three-day weekend-in 1965.
THE ACES'IRAG CORN, JR.
"We should give as we
receive, cheerfully, quickly.
and without hesitation; for
there is no grace in a benefit
that sticks to the fingers.- --
Seneca.
South got his Christmas
present early in his play of
today's deceptive hand.
Unfortunately. he was in
such a hurry to unwrap it
that he let his present get
away.
Declarer won dummy's
club ace immediately and
led a diamond to his queen,
losing the finesse to West's
king. West exited safely
with a diamond to South's
ace and a trump' to
dummy's king brought the
bad news. West was due a
trump trick and the game
was a big favorite to go set.
With desperate hope,
declarer led a heart to his
king, but, as expected,. West
won the ace, cashed the
queen and tried to cash the
queen of clubs. South ruffed,
hut there was no way to
avert the trump loser and
the game was one down.
To enjoy his Christmas
present. South must allow
West to hold the first trick --
a "gift" that would pay off
in large dividends. If West
continues with a club,
dummy's jack wins and the
club ace takes care of one of
declarer's heart losers.
What if West doesn't lead
another club? There is little
else West can do. If he leads
any other suit, declarer will
enjoy a free finesse while
the club : ace remains in
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West North East South
1 NT Pass 2 • 3+
Pass 4 • All pass
Opening lead: King of clubs
Merry Christmas to all!
But take heed from declar-
er's impulsive play -- don't











ANSWER: Pass A maxi-
mum to be sure However.
North has shown a bust and
long clubs and there is little if
any chance to score a game.
- -
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
PO Box 12363. DaVas. Texas 75225.




"A graceful taunt is worth
a thousand insults.- -- Louis
.Vizer.
The same might be said
for giving up losing tricks. If
one can manage the loss
with grace. the reward may
well be worth the effort.
West led his spade king
and East overtook with his
ace to lead the club deuce.
Declarer won in dummy and
was probably the orOy one in
the room who didn't know
what East was up to.
Naively declarer led a
trump from dummy and
East was quick to take his
ace. East then returned the
spade seven to West's nine
and West knew what he
should do. He. led a second
round of clubs for East to
ruff and the defenders got in
their four tricks.
What could declarer have
done to save his game?
After winning the club shift
in dummy, declarer should
have played dummy's ace
and queen of diamonds,
forcing East to play his
king.
Instead of ruffing, declar-
er allows East to win and
discards his last spade. East
tries to reach West for a
club ruff by leading a spade,
but he hits a brick wall.
Declarer ruffs, gives up the
ace of trumps and the
defenders get only three
tricks while declarer scores
his game.
It pays to lose one's tricks
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Pass
lead King of












ANSWER: Four hearts. It
may not make, but the
rewards are worth the
gamble
- - -
Send bridge questrons to The Aces.
4n() Box 12343 Dallas, Texas 75215.







By Abigail Van Buren
1919 _ r 5, 5 News SV,I 1^-
DEAR ABBY: My boss has a problem that is affecting me.
He is a womanizer. He is married (for the second time i and is
unfaithful to his wife. Ile insisted on his wife's having a child
to keep her home. She was a nurse, and loved her work. (He
is a doctor.(
1 have heard telephone conversations my. boss has had
with his lady friends, and some of them even come to the of-
fice. Do I shut my eyes to all this? If I quit my job. I will need
an explanation to my boss and his wife since I am friendly
with both. She is a lot younger than he is and has confided in
me that she married him for his money. She laughs at
-rumors:" Do I laugh it off. too?
IN THE NlIDDLE
DEAR IN: I think it would be better for all concerned if
you quit your job. You know too much about your boss's
private life to maintain a proper business relationship with
him. And you know too much about the boss's wife to be
working for her husband. You don't have to explain why
you're quitting. Just say you decided to make a change.
Then make it.
DEAR ABBY: I've got a problem I have lived with biz
about as long as I care to. I am a 21 yearold male who is con
sidered good looking by many people, but I have a problem
that is really giving me a bad complex.
You see, when I was about 13 or 14 I started to develop
breasts like a girl's. Not really big. but big enough so that I.
was constantly aware of it and very much embarrassed. All
through high school I was ashamed and tried to hide o the
best I could. I wouldn't even tell my parents about it.
Well, I finally went to a doctor when 1 was IS. lie's an old
man who probably isn't up on all the new treatments. He
said it looked like I had a hormone imbalance. but he couldn't
help me. I pointed out that I had practically no facial hair
and wondered if that couldn't be a related problem. All he
said was, "If you feel like a man, then bre. like one'.'
I've got to find out what's wrong with me, Abby. Please
tell me where to go.
GOOD LOOKING FREAK
DEAR GOOD-LOOK 11 : I don't know what kind of doc-
tor you went to, but you should see an endocrinologist. Con-
tact your county or state medical society and ask them for a
recommendation, and good luck. I'm sure you can be helped.
DEAR ABBY: I think I may have a -snappy- answer tor
the woman whose husband looks so much younger than she.
I am an older 137 and holding' woman who is fortunate
enough be be loved by a younger man 120i. When we first
started going together, over eight months ago, I was
somewhat self conscious about the age difference which was
obvious to most. So, just for fun, I had a couple of T shirts
printed up. His read, "No, I AM NOT HER SON.- And mine
read, 'NO. I AM NOT HIS MOTHER."
They are fun to wear now and then, and always elicit a
comment or: two wherever we go. Sometimes we even make
a new friend!
ALL-IN FUN IN MONROVIA, CALIF.
DEAR ALL :'If the essence of • good sense of humor is the
ability to laugh at oneself, on a scale of I to 10 you rate a 10.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 47 year old widow of 14 months.
average build and personality -and a fun-loving Christian.
I ant making the adjustment to widowhood very well, and
am quite content and financially independent.
However, one area of my life continues to cause me pain
and depression. My late husband was very affectionate. as I
am. and I find I miss, as time passes. the thrill of being held,
caressed and kissed.
I've joined some groups and am active in my church. I love
a good time, and am not interested in a brief sexual en
counter. hut I have so much love to give and need the same.
How does a respectable woman go about meeting decent
companions"!
Ill . NGRY FOR LOVE
DEAR HUNGRY: You're on the right track. A respect-
able woman finds decent companions where decent people
spend their time: at church-related activities, doing
volunteer work, in adult education, sports, hobbies, involve-
ment in the arts, civic affairs, politics, etc.
You say you are financially independent. You're lucks.
That enables you to travel - • great way to make new con
tacts. (Don't focus on men exclusively; women have
brothers, cousins and men friends, you know.I
Don't be reluctant to entertain and broaden your circle of
friends. When you least expect it, you'll find a man Who's as
respectable-and hungry for love-as you are. Good tick.
DEAlt AMY': How do you think God feels about someone
who would steal a Holy Bible out of a hotel room?
STOLE ONE
DEAR STOLE: God knows that no one need); a Bible
more than someone who would steal one.
DEAR ABBY: I'm fat, employed and making an excellent
salary. I do not have a thyroid problem or any physical
disorders.
The woman who wrote to you complaining that she
couldn't get a job because she was fat, was deceiving herself.
She couldn't get a job. not because she was fat, but because,
of the way she presented herself.
A woman who is fat can look wonderful by keeping herself
clean, well-groomed and beautifully dressed.
I stopped trying to lo4e weight even though thin was in.
Instead, I learned how to dress and look really attractive. A
day doesn't go by that someone doesn't tell me I look good!
I work for a doctor who wants me to lose weight for health
reasons. but I haven't missed a day's work in five years.
I feel that any woman who is overweight and unhappy
should try to do something about it. But she shouldn't blame
her being fat for her unhappiness. She can be fat and look
terrific. •
I work for an internist and my boyfriend is an attorney. I
am 29, 65 pounds overweight, hut I like me!
FAT AND HAPPY
DEAR F AND H: You make an excellent point. And I
hope your letter stands better than • fat chance.of reaching
those who can learn from it.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con .
gratulation§ or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send SI and a long,stamped 128 cents(, self add d envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky [Jr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Who said the teen years are the happiesr For Alibi's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write. Abb%.
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose SI and •
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WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a, ready
reference ,hot will quickly
h•lp you locate the




3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory






13. For Sole or Trade
Want To Buy












27. Mobile Home Soles
28 Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Forms For Rent








11. tots For Sole
4$. Forms For Sole






52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade





- 759-4444. For Teens

















Ideal for storing house full of
furniture cars antiques.
business overflows, etc
Phone 753-7618 after 500
p m
Keys a nice Christmas, Ws







The Murray Ledger Ss
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.






At times other than those
listed above the office is
residential energy surveiclosed for regular business-. ------ --- 
a
--around the Murray rea,even though newsroom and
January 1 - February 10 Must
2. Notice











business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers







News & Sports 753-1918
The Murray
Ledger & TimesO 
Free Store. 759-4600
5. Lost and Founi 
Lost White gold diamond
cluster ring in plastic bag, one
stone missing Lost Wednesday
afternoon If found call 753-
6103 
6. Help Wanted 
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
envelopes. Free details, Reply
Titan-S12, Box 94485,
Schaumberg, IL 60194. 
INTERVIEWER to conduct
John 14 15. -If ye love me,
keep my commandments II
John 19. -Whosoever tran-
sgresseth. and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath 'not
God He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ. he hath the
Father andy-the Son.- Sabbath
worship service, Saturday's 11
AM and 6 PM Bible study. 6 til
8 evenings Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations ap-
preciated Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store, 759-4600.L For SaleStereo Console
AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00



















requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
scorrections Thi 
newsp.op•r will be




Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP-
TLY 'lg. 'CASE OF AN
ERROR
Fall House Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Freeestimates. Insured and experienced. Call day or.- night:
759-1176 -
Ezell Beauty School
Will be closed the following days:
December 24th, 25th, and 26th. Also
December 31st, January 1st, and 2nd.
We would like to thank you for your
patronage throughout the year and
wish you a Merry Christmas and a very
Happy New Year!
have car Work weekdays,
weekends, and evening work
25-30 hours per week
household interviewing, $4 per
hour. 17 cents per mile. Inter-
viewing experience preferred.
Call collect (904i 733-9614
Westat Inc. Equal opportunity
employer. M-F.
Pay check to small' We urgent-
ly need dependable person who
can work without supervision
in Murray, KY No experience
necessary Write T Q Dick.
President. Southwestern




has come to Murray
and will be opening




someone who is in ex-
cellent physical con-
dition and who will







ply in person at 214 N.
15th, Murray, KY.
Wanted Someone to split
firewood approximately. 3_ or 4
ricks PhOne 753-8071 - 
9:Sift-ikon Wanted 
Will do babysitting, have own
transportation. Call 489-2566 
14. WàniToIiij
Buying silver coins. before
1965 halves $6 00. Quarters
$3 00. dimes. $1 20. Kennedy
halves 1965-1969 $2 25 each
527-9139. -




%In I a.m.-4 p.m.
1112-1111e Nen.-F
Want to buy Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm 
Wanted one or two good female
Beagle Hound rabbit dogs 474-
2259
15. Articles For Sale 
Bargains' Leaf rakes. $1 99
chain saw files, all sizes, 7!-.
cents each, air conditioner
covers. $1 99, fire shovels. 99
cents each. windshield de-icer
12 oz spray can, 88 cent,
duct tape 2-x180 roll. $2 59
stove pipe 6 $139. heat
bulbs. 250 watt. infra red
$1 39 each Wallin Hardwarp
Paris
Christmas Special' Purple Mar-
tin houses 6 rooms $23 99.
12 rooms 536 99 18 rooms,
$49 99, 24 rooms. $59 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Christmas Special' Hair dryer
compact. 1200 watt, light
weight. $9.99 Wallin Hard-
ware •-•
Clothes: dolls. Christmas
wreaths, white doves, other
'terns. Call 436-2154. 
Wheat straw: seasoned Oak
wood, and 8 used farrowing
crates Call 489-2630
it Home furnishings
Christmas Special! 9 piece
stainless steel cookware set
with copper bottoms. $29.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special' Revereware
Saucepan, 1 quart, $10 99. 2
quart. $14.99. 3 quart, $16 99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special' Club
aluminum 7 piece set. $33 99.
8 piece set, $39.99. 10 piece
set, 549.99. 11 piece set.









"I made the dean's list this month."
16. Home Furnishings a-Miscellaneous
Christmas Special' Slow
cooker. 51 2 quart, high and low
ittio II tineq 114 88
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special' Water Pulse
Shower Massage Deluxe Head.
$9 99. hand held and wall
mount unit, $13.99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special' Self-
cleaning Munsey ovens Model
353, $27 99. model 351
$43 99, Model 359. $49 99
Wallin Hardware. Paris
Christmas Special! Silvertone
cookware. 7 piece set, $26 99
Wallin Hardware. Paris 
Christmas Special' Corelle Ex-
pressions, 20 piece sets All
patterns $46.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
Christmas Spew!, Victorio
Number 200 Tomatoe Nicer
$20 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Stainless steel sinks. 4 hole,
self-rimming. double compart-
ment. $29 99. $39.99 and






i.,or factory authorized parts
-ales, and service call (901 ,
..4.l-7619 Located at 102 W
'rc,e,tungton St.. Court Square
Lhristmas Special! Auto
vacuum cleaner Operates on
12 volt system. includes 15 ft
cord nozzle brush crevice tool,
and remciable bag. $10 99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
19. Farm Equipment 
Frost proof hydrants, 2 ft. bury
depth For yards or barn lots
$25 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Wheelbarrows. $15.88: $29.99.
$39.99 and $59.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris. •
20. Sports Equipment 
AKC Beagles. 18 months. 870
Remington pump. 12 guage.
new. Cali 753-0655.
Savage double barrel, 20
guage. less than 2 months old.
$100. Call 753-5694. 
22. Musical 
Used Spinet piano. Buy this
beauty and save! Clayton's -
& B Music. 753-75/5.
23. Exterminating
Christmas .aeciall Skil cor
diess in ^ drill 2 speed
rechargeabit reversing model
700T, 177:79- WalIiif Ward-
ware. Paris
Chain sa,s chains Three
eighths ir.n pitch for the
following oar sizes, 16' .




chain saw narpener. sharpens
your chain he a pro $11.99.
Wallin Hardhare. Paris
Christmas .pecial! Skil saws,
all with 714 blade. model 538.
$29 99. model 574. $34 99.
model 57O $49.99, model
559. $59 99, model 553.
$79.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Firewood, $25 a rick delivered
Oak. Hickory assorted Round
and split, 18 or 24 489-
2327
Firewood for sale, $20 and up
delivered. 753-9871 or 767-
4441 
Firewood, oak and hickory.
delivered, $20 a rick Call 474-
2382
For sale: Modern Franklin
fireplace, black porcelain
enamel exterior. Excellent con-
dition. Call 436-2424.
Have Oak, Hickory firewood.
$20 a rick, will deliver Call
753-6837.
Lawn sweeper. Sweep your
lawn in one tenth the time
Push type $39.99, pull type
31-. 10 bu. capacity. $11999:
pull type 38-, 16 bu. capacity.
$189 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Mobile home roof coating, 5
gallon pail. $26 99 Wallin'
Hardware Paris.
Mobile home anchoring sup-
plies available at Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
The Tote Machine. Its a dolly
It's a cart It'a a hauler. It's a
wood carrier. It's an outboard
motor caddy. It's a leaf and
brush cage. $79.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris.
2-57Business Services 
Maybelle Joyner Bridals, Wing°.
Kentucky Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns. bridesmaid's dresses
and veils. sizes 6 to 24'1.
Shown by appointments, Call
376-5387
2t P1io 
25 inch RCA color tv.,
automatic. $250. In good con-
dition. Phone 753-6531. 
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monrhly payment
on 25- color t.v. Warranted.
Clayton's - 1 & B Music, 753-
/575
27. Mobile Home Sales
1973, 12x60 trailer for sale.
Priced at $4000. 753-2607.
21A-ob. Home Rents 
Trailer for rent, see BE. Dill atBlacktop driveway sealer. 5 Dills Trailer Court.gallon pail. $7.99. Supply  
limited. Wallin Hardware, 29. Heatin_gtooling
Paris.
Electri, heaters. Automatic
Christmas Special! Skil Router, with fan !arced air, 1320 watt.
model 548. 1 7 hp. $24.99 $1499 1500 watt. $18.99.




NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 tEl 5:00Price of
HAIRCUT $1.23 PIKE SHAVE 73'Fe Mesh.* Poe Ph piens as, IS3 MS Ps 18".,Pulls 
le^i",




Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home .d-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cat completely ready to assemble up to 24
60. Buy the best for less.
C101411 MOM PRI 1 P M ttt we 1 PM
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioner covers 51 99 to
$3 99 Wallin Hardware Paris
30 ii-isiness--Rental
For rent 1000 square toot
Southside Shopping Center
next to Jim's Shoe Outlet Call
153-6612 
32. Apts. For Rent 
One room efficiency apart
ment $90, corner of 16th and
Olive across from M S






2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.
34. Houses For Rent 
-2- -ag4f8INR-440440,4
miles south of Murray Ap-
pliances furnished. $130 per
month Deposit Call 901-642-
3995 after 5 pm 
Three bedroorn, 1 1 2 bath, den,
utility for washer and dryer.
Newly decorated References
and security deposit required.
$250 per month Located 5 or
6 miles out of Murray 328-
8255 or 382-2731 
Two bedroom house for rent in
county, stove, refrigerator, and
dishwasher furnished $150







Female Bassett hound. five
months old„ tri-colored, has
papers, $70. Call only if in-
terested, 753-8525 or 753-
2798.
Two 7 month old Beagle dogs
Call 489-2702 






l's 'vii ,474.2o156 474.371
South Fulton Tenn
Choice location on Minerva
Drive, near high school. Lot has
many lovely trees, home has 3
bedrooms. 2 baths, central gas
heat and air family room. large
bedroom and large outside
storage. This lovely home has
been reduced for quick sale.
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724
1111111111111M111Y1.
Purdom & Thurman 
,





Different strokes for different
folks...modern tri-level 4
bedroom. 2 bath home with
central heat and air, family
room, eat-in kitchen, large
utility room _situated on 1 1 2
acre lot m-I...Priced in the
$ 4 0 's...Phone 7 5 3 -
1492 ..Offered by Century 21
Loretta lobs Realtors.
Lovely home plus income. You
would never guess this pretty
home also has a modern apart-
ment. Home has 3 bedrooms.
1'2 baths. carpet. convenient
kitchen, and a deck with a 1118VI
of a lovely wooded backyard
Also there is a double garage.














shop with paint room
and lots of equipment
to remain with pur-
chaser. Nice office
with equipment and 2
baths. All in an ex-
cellent location and on





Doctor or nurse worriea about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes'
Need a phone in your c31 7 Ha,
a pet but no place to put
Like a large work room awe -
from it all tor those rare spar -
moments' We -have a solutio'
for you For the complete p.
ture. call 753-1492 °Here







Seeing is believing' This -I
bedroom brick in Canterbury
will meet all your re-
TiOileitlefft5.-tOtattrrtr - Is -ex,
cellent. Lot is large and home
is more than comfortable
withlovely carpet. 2 baths.
kitchen-family room combina-
tion, and double garage.
Economical gas heat with cen-
tral an Priced in the $50's. For
your personal viewing. call




L _ _ 10$ N. 12th
NEED MORE ROOM?
Then this is it, lovely 4
BR., and study,
situated on tree-
studded lot. This char-
ming home has large
living-dining area,
country kitchen, large
rec. room, 2 baths,





commercial lot on 641
N. in city with city
water. 172 ft. frontage,
over one acre -in size.
Good investment. Call
753-8080 for more in- '
formation.i•
Coll 753-808
This makes house sensel For
the active family who wants a
really functional home. here s
your opportunity. 3 bedrooms
2 baths, fully equipped kit-
chen...A good place to raise a
family.. Call 7 5 3 -




At this neat three
bedroom brick on
Peggy Ann Drive. This
house has two baths,
large living room, kit-
chen-den combination,
2 car garage with elec-
tric door opener, cen-
tral gas heat and air,
fully equipped kitchen,
and lovely landscaped









only four miles from
city limits. Beautiful







Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks Plain or studd-
ed Studded tires only $4 extra
f you buy early Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
Tire sale! Coopers best 4-ply
Polyester white wall. 12-32
tread depth, 1 rib with 120
tread wear level 418x13-.
$22.55 plus 172 FET,
E78x14", $26.10 plus 2.20
FET, F78x14-. 5269/ plus
2.32 FET; G78x14- or 15".
$28,83 plus 2.54 FET,
H78x14'• or 15". $3002 plus
2/6 EFT, 118x15-. $32 21





















49. Used Cars 
1972 Catalina. air and power
Also 1964 GMC truck Call 753-
9490 
50: Usedliucks
1967 [lodge '4 six with 4-
speed, new tires, new brake lob
complete. new upholstery,
Runs good, $6.00 Call 489-
2330.
For sale or trade 1949 Jeep
truck, all original flathead. 4




ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance References
Guarenteed work Free
estimates Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding. gutters. and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or 1
362-4895
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ng. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
753-5827.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps. free
estimates. 753-5476. 
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe Smith Carpet Center. the
people who know carpets. Call
753-6660 for free estimates.
53. Services Offered 
Carpenter k,,,o1 :.:Jr New and
remodel Hav.ie) Bucy 492
8120
Carpentry service Whatever.
yOUI heeds old or new quality
work Call 753-0565
Fireplace and chimney bridi
repair Fireplace inserts and
stoves made to order Brick
house minting Call atter o
pm 436-2855
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs 
Guttering by Sears Sears con
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears






save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates 
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation. heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
-Plumbing or electrical or sewer
bored out. Call 474-2257
Snow removal from driveways.
parking lots. retc. Also tractor
work breaking, disking.
bushhogging, blade work Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5 after 5
pm 753-2632.
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs. anfi remodeling around
the home-Call 753-9600. 
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-7026
WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS




Specialize in precision cuts,
sets, perms, etc.
Opening Day-Wed., Dec. 26th
Open Every Day
Except Tuesday
9 a.m. til 5 p.m.


















Opening Jan. 3, 1980




.rT E R tak
ADVERTISED ITEM POLIC f
Each of these items is required to be readily available for sale in
each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in this ad If we
do run out of an advertised item we will otter you your choice
of a comparable item. when available. reflex:1mq the Same
savings, or a Rain Check, which well entitle you to Purchase the



























ALKALINE -C, D. OR AA


































OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY
For Your Shopping Convenience




























KROGER BY THE PIECE
Jumbo Bologna















GOOD ANYTIME, SERVE IL SAVE
Wieners




















Kroger Grade 'A' Large Eggs Doz.
407 PEPPERONI OR





























































.1:111EcosT CUTTER COUPON] Ill
TINIPICANA 10.•., PURE !MN
ORANGE $ 109mi





























YELLOW 49c=RAONIONS 3 LBG





















































NM 8 Pk. 16 Oz. Softies
MI with this coupon and '10 00 purchase excluding items
111. prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of couponnmerhcondise Sublet-, to applicable taxes limit one
FIP,,P' lIntplr 4 1 '..




































































KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM YOUR FOOD BUDGET!
YOU LL FIND THE COST CUTTER SYMBOL ON HUNDREDS OF YOUR FAVORITE ITEMS THROUGHOUT THE STORE, PLUS, EACHYOU'LL FIND COST CUTTER WEEKLY AD SPECIALS FOR EXTRA SAVINGS ON GROCERY ITEMS, DAIRY, FROZEN FOODS,













































Kleenex Facials 700:01x 79'












































WAS S ! 59
KLEENEX






Frozen Potatoes S ILA
59'
41'












IT OZ. 1 59Golden Image PIG
DEL MONTI CUT
16 -02. 395dreen Beans CAN
Oft MONTI
Small Peas 17 07CAN 49'
